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Abstract
Ion exchange membrane (IEM) is a functional material that has a permselectivity of ions. Two types of IEMs -
anion exchange membrane (AEM) and cation exchange membrane (CEM) - are used in a variety of electrochemical
systems. Ion concentration polarization (ICP) is an ion transport phenomenon that occurs when ions selectively pass
through IEMs. Recently, ICP has drawn renewed attention from physicists and engineers, due to its importance in
understanding various electrochemical processes for biosensing, desalination, and energy devices. One of the
significant scientific issues in ICP is the source of overlimiting conductance (OLC); even after the diffusion-limited
current is achieved and nearly all ions are rejected from the IEM (reaching the so-called 'limiting current'), the
current starts to increase again at a sufficiently high bias voltage. This nonlinearity of ICP has been extensively
studied, but the complexity of this multiscale, multiphysic phenomenon makes it challenging to a fully-detailed
picture. My Ph.D thesis is focused at the fundamental understanding and new engineering applications of nonlinear
ICP. In this thesis, we consider four subjects: i) visualization of nonlinear ICP and its effects in electrodialysis (ED),
ii) electroconvection (EC) as a source of OLC and its behaviors under shear flow, iii) study of water desalination
process by ICP and its performance compared with ED, and iv) development of high-throughput, continuous-flow
bio-agent preconcentrator by ICP. First, we describe the microscale ED model system for studying nonlinear ICP,
which is used for visualizing in situ fluid flows and concentration profiles near IEMs. We verify that the nonlinear
ICP largely determines ion transport in ED system. Interesting trends and insights are revealed, which will help in
clarifying scientific issues regarding ED operation and improving the efficiency. Second, with this ability to
visualize ICP, we firmly establish EC as the mechanism for OLC in the realistic ED system; EC exists near the both
IEMs of standard ED systems, and it enhances ion flux through the membranes. We also characterize EC under
shear flow by both experiments and numerical modeling. To the best of our knowledge, this characterization is the
first to show the unique behaviors of sheared EC: unidirectional vortex structure, its height selection, and vortex
advection. Next, based on understandings on sheared EC, we develop robust ICP desalination platform for more
scalable (portable) and efficient device to remove salt ions. Utilizing nonlinear ICP between two identical IEMs, we
can relocate salt ions along a specific portion of fluidic channels, generating brine and desalted flows in one channel.
The salt removal ratio in this ICP desalination platform can be predicted by calculating the sheared EC's height.
Also, we reveal the additional effects of nonlinear ICP on desalination process, which is quantified here for the first
time, by comparison of salt removal ratio, energy consumption, and current efficiency between ICP platform with
CEMs, AEMs, and ED system. In overlimiting regime, one achieves higher (lower) current efficiency compared
with ED, when the mobility of relocating ions (e.g. anion at CEMs) is higher (lower) than that of conducting ions
(e.g. cation at CEMs). Last, we present a new application utilizing nonlinear ICP, i.e. continuous-flow bio-agent
preconcentrator. By controlling the nonlinear ICP region with a pressure gradient against the electric field, we
concentrate variously charged bio-agents (e.g., positively / negatively-charged proteins, bacteria, and cells) on the
ICP boundary, and collect these pre-concentrated targets in a continuous-flow manner.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Ion Exchange Membrane (IEM)
Ion exchange membrane (IEM) is a functional membrane which has a permselectivity of ions.
According to the sign of selectivity, there are two types of IEMs: anion exchange membrane
(AEM) and cation exchange membrane (CEM). Ideally, AEMs conduct negative ions (anions)
only, while CEMs conduct positive ions (cations) only. This ion selectivity of the two types of
IEMs is due to positively and negatively charged groups fixed to the polymer matrix of AEMs
and CEMs, respectively (Fig. 1.1)[2]; for example, CEMs contain SO'~, Coo-, po 32-, PO3H-,
C6H4 0~, etc., and AEMs contain NH 3, NRH 2+, NR2H , NR+, PR 3*, SR 2+, etc. (R: alkyl group)
(e.g. Nafion, which is a widely-used CEM, has SO3- groups). In the nanoscale interstices of the
CEM matrix, mobile cations (i.e. counter-ions) equilibrate fixed anions (i.e. negatively charged
groups) electrically for satisfying electroneutrality. Simultaneously, almost all mobile anions (i.e.
co-ions) are excluded by fixed anions from the CEM. This exclusion phenomenon (i.e. Donnan
exclusion), which was described by F.G. Donnan in 1911 for the first time[3], allows only
cations to pass through CEMs. On the same analogy, fixed cations in AEMs exclude mobile
cations, so only anions can pass through AEMs.
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Counter-ion
pathway
eO-
QCounter-ion C
. Polymer
Figure 1.1. Schematic illustration of a cation exchange membrane
with permission from [2]).
Co-ion eFixed ion
matrix
with fixed anions on a polymer matrix (reprinted
IEMs have been widely used for various engineering applications, such as desalination, fuel
cell, biosensors, and nanofluidic devices[4-6]. In such systems, IEM acts as an 'ion filter' by
allowing only specific ions to pass through. Conventionally, the processes utilizing IEMs are
categorized into three types:
* Mass separation process,
" Chemical synthesis process,
* Energy conversion and storage process.
The first type is to separate specific components, such as salts, acids, and bases from electrolyte
solutions. Dissolved target ions in electrolytes are transferred from one phase to another under an
electric potential or a concentration gradient. Electrodialysis (ED) (which was the first
commercial process using IEMs)[2], Donnan dialysis [7], and diffusion dialysis [8] are classified
15
in this category. While the first type uses only ion transport, chemical synthesis process involves
electrochemical reactions, generating certain chemicals such as acids, bases, organic, and
inorganic compounds. There are various systems in this second type process; water electrolysis
or water splitting (production of hydrogen and oxygen) [9] and chlorine-alkaline electrolysis[ 10].
In the third type process, e.g. fuel cells and batteries[ 11], the conversion of chemical energy and
electric energy by Faradic reactions is a key principle.
In addition to these conventional processes, recently, the applications of IEMs extend to
nanotechnologies and BioMEMS (Biomedical Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) fields.
Advances of micro/nanofabrication technologies allow us to make nanoscale channels, and
discover that the nanochannels act as IEMs with strong ion permselectivity at some conditions [4].
By manipulating ion transport precisely, researchers have developed new devices, such as
nanofluidic logic gates and biomolecule preconcentrator[4, 12].
16
1.2. Transport of Char2ed Species
With the assumption of fluid continuum, the conservation of mass, charge, momentum, and
energy are used to describe fluidic systems. The constitutive relations are required to uniquely
define the system (e.g. Fick's law, Ohm's law, and Hagen-Poiseuille's law). These constitutive
equations generally include the empirically determined coefficients (e.g. viscosity coefficient,
electrical mobility, etc.), so the descriptions with conservation laws are called 'phenomenological
models'. All systems and processes using IEMs, including newly developed nanofluidic devices,
are based on the same phenomenological model, which is the coupling of electrochemistry and
physicochemical hydrodynamics. Electrochemistry describes electrochemical reactions (i.e.
chemical reactions involving electron transfer) at the interface of an electron conductor (e.g.
metals and semiconductors) and ionic conductor (i.e. electrolytes). Physicochemical
hydrodynamics, which was first set as a discipline by Benjamin (Veniamin) Levich, describes
hydrodynamic movements of physical, chemical, biochemical, and electrochemical components
on fluid flows. Here, we focus on physicochemical hydrodynamic model in IEM-integrated
systems, i.e. the transport of electric charges in electrolytes.
In this chapter, we build the phenomenological model to define the ion transport through
IEMs and corresponding ion concentrations in bulk electrolytes. At the end, Nernst-Plank
equations, Poisson's equation, and Navier-Stokes equations are derived for isothermal,
incompressible, viscous Newtonian fluids and dilute electrolytes. From these equations, we also
discuss electric conductivity, Ohm's law, electroneutrality, and Debye screening length.
Mathematical analysis and derivations here follow the book of Physicochemical Hydrodynamics
written by Prof. Ronald F. Probstein [6] and the class note of Electrochemical Energy Systems by
Prof. Martin Z. Bazant [13].
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1.2.1. Transport in Bulk Electrolyte
Flux and conservation of mass of charged species (Nernst-Plank equations): to describe
ion transport phenomenon in electrolyte solutions, three modes of mass transport are often
considered, i.e. diffusion, electro-migration, and convection. First, diffusion is driven by a local
gradient of the chemical potential u (which is also known as partial molar free energy). Under
isothermal condition, the chemical potential from the reference potential p0 of the species i is
given by its concentration and interactions between themselves:
p -Ap = RTIna, = RTInc, +RTIny,, (1.1)
a, = yc,, (1.2)
R=kBN. (1.3)
R is gas constant, kB is Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature, respectively. The effective
concentration, activity aj, is the multiplication of the activity coefficient yj and the concentration
ci. The flux of species Fj by diffusion is then written as
T =-McVp,. (1.4)
Here, the mobility M, which describes how mobile the species is. In general thermodynamics,
the concept of mobility is widely acceptable, since it can be expressed for any thermodynamic
forces and drift velocity:
mobility M drift velocity (1.5)
thermodyanamic force
This mobility is directly related to diffusivity described by Einstein relation in kinetic theory (Eq.
6). We can drive the diffusional flux by substitute Eq. 1.1 into Eq. 1.4:
D, = MRT, (1.6)
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A = -MRT 11+ 'lc Vcj = -Di [I+ 'lc Vc,, (1.7)F 1ncy 1_ @lnc]
where Di is the diffusivity. In this thesis, we only consider the sufficiently diluted electrolytes,
and neglect all interactions including electrostatic interactions between species themselves. Then,
the activity coefficient becomes 1, and the flux reduces to the well-known Fick's law of diffusion:
F, = -DVc,. (1.8)
Secondly, under the applied electric field, the charged species migrate in a preferred direction,
i.e. electro-migration. The force on a speciesfi is the multiplication of its charge and the electric
field E, which is a negative gradient of the electrostatic potential p:
fj =-z,.FV(P, (1.9)
E= -V(O. (1.10)
zi is charge number of the species i, and F is Faraday's constant (F=NAe, where e is elementary
charge (=1.602x10 2 3 mol-1)). The flux of species i by electro-migration is then
Fj = -MzFcV o. (1.11)
Here, we can define electrical mobility pei, which is measured and used frequently:
pj = -MzF . (1.12)
We also can drive the flux of diffusion and migration together by substituting the electrochemical
potential fit instead of the chemical potential p into Eq. 1.4. The electrochemical potential
includes electrostatic term:
A p A = RTIn a, + zFp. (1.13)
Lastly, convection is the transport mechanism by mechanical forces, i.e. in general a
hydrostatic pressure gradient. More precisely, we need to use the term 'advection', which
19
specifically indicate the transport mechanism of species by fluid's bulk motion (in physics and
fluid dynamics field, convection is the sum of diffusion and advection); fluid bulk motion is
driven by mechanical forces. However, many major textbooks[5, 6] use the term 'convection' to
represent advection and describe diffusion separately, so we follow this custom. When the
electrolyte is diluted enough, the average velocity of species i, ui* is equal to fluid velocity U.
Then, the flux by convection can be written as
F = cii. (1.14)
For dilute solution, we can linearly superpose the fluxes by diffusion, electro-migration, and
convection:
J, =-DVc, - Mz,FcVp+c ,, (1.15)
which is called as the Nernst-Plank equation. It is noted that this equation neglects any kinetic
coupling between the species themselves, or individual transport mechanisms.
If we neglect any productions of species i, the continuity equation for species i becomes
8c.L+VF =0. (1.16)
at
Assuming incompressibility of fluid (Eq. 1.17), the continuity equation can be expressed
V -ii=0, (1.17)
aC.
-' +ii -Vc =V -(DiVc,+ MizFcV(p). (1.18)
at
Electrical current and ion fluxes: Ideally, we assume all current through IEMs is
contributed by ions i only, thus current density ! is:
.1= F1 z-P
(1.19)
=-F ziDVc - F 2V0 Z Miz2c, + F52Z zici
i i i
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If there are no flows and concentration gradients, the first and third terms of Eq. 1.19 becomes
zero. Then the ion flux only by electro-migration gives rise to the current:
. -F 2 VypZM zc, (1.20)
Here, we change Eq. 1.20 as an expression of Ohm's law by defining the electrical conductivity -
electrolyte solutions:
J.= U-= -CVp, (1.21)
c-= F  Mz 2 c = (ze)2 c, (1.22)
ikBT
The electrolyte conductivities which is normalized by the concentration, i.e. molar conductivity
A, is often used:
A = = F 2z, 2M,. (1.23)
C.
1.2.2. Electrostatics
To connect the distribution of electric charge (by ions in electrolytes) and the electric field,
we visit Gauss's law which is one form of Maxwell's equations in classical electrodynamics. In
differential form, the total electric flux through a closed surface is proportional to the total
electric charge inside:
p, =V-D, (1.24)
where pe is the free charge density and D is electric displacement field. In a linear dielectric
material (neglecting electric polarization), the electric field separates charges (e.g. cation and
anion) slightly, inducing a local electric dipole moment:
D= IE. (1.25)
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Here, e is permittivity, and it is equal to the multiplying of the vacuum permittivity (co = 8.854 x
10-12 C V~1 m-') by the relative permittivity C,. Assuming the free charge density in electrolytes is
simply the sum of the ion charges (mean-field approximation), and substituting Eq. 1.25 into
Eq. 1.24, Poisson's equation is driven:
zFc, = p, =V -(Vqp). (1.26)
Poisson-Nernst-Plank Equations and Debye screening length: When flow velocity U' is
known and constant, the system is then fully specified with Eq. 1.18 and Eq. 1.26, i.e. Poisson-
Nernst-Plank equations (PNP):
' + i -Vc, =V -(DVc,+ MzFcVp)
at (1.27)
zFc, = P, = V -(-VP)
In bulk electrolytes, the solution is electrically neutral because charged ions hold closely
together, satisfying the so-called electroneutrality condition.
zic, = 0. (1.28)
In addition, one can state, in electrical steady state, there is no local accumulation of charge, i.e.
the current continuity (or conservation of charge):
V -J= 0. (1.29)
It is noted that the electroneutrality cannot be used with Poisson's equation, Eq. 1.26, since the
system is overspecified (electroneutrality condition is an approximate solution of Poisson's
equation). Appling the electroneurality into Poisson's equation, the electrostatic potential is then
governed by Laplace's equation (the permeability c is constant):
V2 qP = 0. (1.30)
However, when we apply the current continuity (Eq. 1.29, which is more generally applicable
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than the electroneutrality condition) to Nernst-Plank equations (Eq. 1.19), we get
FjzjV-(DVc,)+V-(oVp)= 0. (1.31)
The Laplace's equation (Eq. 1.30) only holds when the first term of LHS of Eq. 1.31 is zero.
This paradox is often solved by matched asymptotic expansion (also known as boundary
layer theory) and quasi-electroneutrality, which is used to analyze thin electric double layer
(EDL) near charged walls[6]. In this concept, the regions are separated into the outer region
(quasineutral bulk) and the inner region (quasi-equilibrium diffuse double layer). In the outer
region located far from the wall, we can assume electroneutralitly (pe~O). All the terms in the
PNP equations are 0(1), except the term pe=O(<< 1); for example, the permittivity of the water
at 298K is 6.93 x 1010 [C V- m]. However, in the thin inner region near the charged wall, the
systems characteristic length becomes smaller, and the free charge term in Poisson's equation
(Pe=O(c<< 1)) becomes dominant. Here, the characteristic length which divides the inner and
outer regions is Debye screening length /D:
AD = F ekBT (1.32)
zlec blk
This length is driven from the non-dimensional Poisson's equation (see Appendix, Eq. A l -A4).
1.2.3. Electrokinetics
Conservation of momentum of fluid (Navier-Stokes Equations): Again, the system is
fully defined by PNP equations when the flow velocity is known and constant. PNP equations are
therefore widely used to analyze electro-diffusion models in electrolytes (electrostatic models).
To take the system one step further, when external body forces exist and define flow velocity
profiles, we need to consider the conservation of momentum (electrokinetic models).
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Before we visit the conservation of momentum, we set the equations of conservation of mass
for a fluid particle. The continuity of fluid becomes
+ V -(pii) =0. (1.33)at
Here, p is fluid density. When this density of fluid particle is constant (i.e. incompressible flow),
the material derivative of fluid density becomes zero:
Dp - +(i -V)p =0. (1.34)
Dt at
Then, we can drive the equation of fluid continuity for incompressible flow, V -U = 0 (Eq. 1.17).
From Newton's second law, the equation of conservation of momentum for a fluid particle
can be written as
Dii
P D = fbody + fsurface- (1.35)Dt
A fluid element is accelerated by applied forces on its body (body force fbod,) and on its surface
(surface force fsurface). The body forces are linearly proportional to the total volume or mass of
fluid elements, such as gravity and electrostatic / electromagnetic forces. For simplicity, in this
thesis, we neglect the gravity and electromagnetic forces, and focus on the effect by electrostatic
body force under constant electric fields. The electrostatic body force on charged species is
fe = -PeVP. (1.36)
For a viscous Newtonian fluid, the surface force on a fluid particle by viscous stress (i.e. shear
stress r) is proportional to the fluid viscosity q/ and the gradient of fluid velocity:
r = qVii, (1.37)
fu,e =V-r= qV2i. (1.38)
Adding the surface force term by normal stress (i.e. pressure) and substituting Eq. 1.36-1.38 into
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Eq. 1.35, we can obtain Navier-Stokes (NS) equations for electrokineite models:
p -+i-VVP = -V+ V2-- pV(P. (1.39)( t
Here, the fluid viscosity r/ is treated as constant for incompressible, isothermal, and single-phase
homogeneous fluid. With the continuity equation (Eq. 1.17), NS equations can fully specify the
motion of fluid flows under proper boundary conditions (e.g. no-slip condition at fluid-solid
interface).
In microscale electrokineitc systems, LHS of Eq. 1.39 is generally neglected, because the
system is on low frequency, quasi- steady state and inertia-free. NS equation is then simplified to
Stokes' equations:
VP = r1V 2ii -PV(P. (1.40)
By substituting Poisson's equation (Eq. 1.26), we get
VP = rV 2ii + C(V 2( )V(P, (1.41)
which can describe various electrokinetic phenomena, including electro-osmotic flow,
electrophoresis, and streaming current / potentials[6].
Full set of PNP-NS equations: In summary, we can model complex ion transport
phenomenon through IEMs using Poisson-Nernst-Plank equations (Eq. 1.27) and Navier-Stokes
equations (Eq. 1.39) (PNP-NS). Non-dimensionalized forms of PNP-NS equations are also
available in Appendix A (Eq. A l-A7).
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1.3. Ion Concentration Polarization (ICP)
Ion Concentration Polarization (ICP) refers to the additional voltage drop (or internal
resistance) across the electrolyte associated with concentration gradients of reactants or ions.
Selective reaction / rejection / addition of species on permselective membranes or electrodes
generate dynamic change in species' concentrations. This ICP phenomenon governs the limits of
the transport of reactants (e.g. ions) to the reaction sites (e.g. IEMs or electrodes), so it
determines optimal operating conditions of the system. (Fig. 1.2a)[4, 6, 12].
E
perm-selective
anode nanojunction cathode
- only or preferentially
permeable to cations
Nt diff Nd
bulk Now- bulk
own
N-
N-
-- Nd, O
"diffusion layer"
Ion Depletion Zone Ion Enrichment zone
Figure 1.2. Schematic illustration of ion concentration polarization at a cation exchange membrane (adapted from
[12]). CO, N, N, and E represent the ion concentration of bulk solution, cation flux, anion flux, and electric field,
respectively. The subscripts diff and drift indicate the diffusion and electric drift.
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1.3.1. Linear ICP and Limiting Current
In the simplest 1 -D system without convective transport ( i = 0), when an electric field is
applied across a cation exchange membrane (CEM), cations move to a cathode by electric drift
through the CEM (anions cannot pass through the CEM) (Fig. 1.2). Here, the cation conductivity
of the CEM is higher than that of a bulk solution, inducing the decrease (increase) of the cation
concentration at the anodic (cathodic) side, i.e., ion depletion zone and ion enrichment zone (Fig.
1.2). The fast, selective conduction of cations in the CEM is counteracted by diffusion, generated
by concentration gradients near the CEM, leading ICP. To satisfy electroneutrality in the bulk
solution, the anion concentration follows the cation concentration on both sides. The diffusion of
the anion by the concentration gradient is offset by the electric drift. As a result, the electric
current is transmitted only by the cation, and the anion flux across the system is zero.
This 1-D ICP system can be modeled with PNP equations (Eq. 1.27), and can be solved
analytically (Fig. 1.3). For a dilute, binary, quasi-neutral electrolyte, the diffusivity of cation and
anion D, and non-dimensionalized electrochemical potentials of cation and anion a, becomes:
D,= constant , (1.42)
, =ln(z~c)+ z+, = Fp/R T. (1.43)
Non-dimensionalized PNP equations with quasi-electroneutrality condition becomes (neglecting
the inner region near the CEM):
ac 
-. C +Z=V-F =D CV
=t V F D+(V2ce+±z V (c+ V#))at 0(1.44)
z ZFc+ 0 <:: V - =0
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Figure 1.3 Model for analyzing linear ICP phenomenon. 1 -D steady current I (or ions) flows through ideal cation-
selective membrane (e.g. CEM) at x=L in a dilute binary electrolyte. The well-mixed reservoir fix the ion
concentration c=co at x=O.
When we section the model system by three region (reservoir, electrolyte, and membrane), the
ion concentration in the reservoir is constant as co (at x<0)(Fig. 1.3). Also, in electrolyte, the salt
concentration for binary salts c is defined as
z+C+ = zc_ =c. (1.45)
If the system is steady (a/ at = 0), the gradient of the flux of cation and the flux of anion should
be zero because the ideal CEM conducts only cations:
0 = V f, 1(1.46)
dF 0,
dx
F =0 - - =0, F(x
dx
=0)=0). (1.47)
Then, from the constant zero flux of anion, we can induce the ion concentration c follows
distribution. The anion flux is linearly proportional to the gradient of its
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Boltzmann
reservoir electrolyte CEM
electrochemical potential, according to the general NP equations (Eq. 1.4), so the
electrochemical potential should be constant when the flux is zero:
i = ln(z_c_)- z = constant. (1.48)
Then,
j_ (0 < x <L)=  (x = 0) = ln(c0), (1.49)
-> c = exp(z_ 0). (1.50)
z_
From the Boltzmann distribution of anions, we can drive the distribution of electric potential in
this system:
1
=-In j, j=c_ = z+c /cO. (1.51)
z_
By taking into account the constant flux of cations, we can also calculate the current I (or
cation transfer) through the CEM. Setting the membrane area as A,
= constant, (1.52)
I=AJ=z+F+A=-z+FA *C + zc+ d . (1.53)
(dx dx
Substituting Eq. 1.51 into Eq. 1.53,
AFc D z dL=- 0 dD I1+-I-,x=x/L. (1.54)
L yzdi
Here, the first (second) term indicates the contribution of diffusion (electro-migration) on the
current. According to the current equation Eq. 1.54, it has been revealed that the concentration
profiles by ICP are simply linear at the given current I (Fig. 1.2 and Fig. 1.4a). Here, the non-
dimensional concentration gradient (-d /dN) cannot be larger than 1 because the sign of ion
concentration at x=L becomes negative; this is physically not allowed (when 1> 1 in Fig. 1.4a).
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If we define the limiting current Ilin when -dj / d =0,
iim AFcO D+L r 1+z+).z_ )
~ I d
I d .
11im d
Then, the non-dimensionalized concentration and electric potential profile becomes:
S= in(- )
z
(1.55)
(1.56)
(1.57)
(1.58)
Now we see the limiting current Im as I ->1, C(i =1) -+0, (i =1) -+ oo. At the diffusion-limited
current I'nm, the all ions vanish at the interface of electrolyte and the membrane (Fig. 1.4a), and
the electric potential diverges (Fig. 1.4b). Accordingly, from the current-voltage curve, the
current is saturated at the limiting current, and the curve shows the same I-V characteristics as an
ideal diode by ICP (Fig. 1.5):
1
4=) =-Iln(-z), _ =eV/kB,
z_
-> 1=I- e-zV
(1.59)
(1.60)
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Figure 1.4 a)Non-dimensionalized ion
Fig. 1.3 under different currents.
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Figure 1.5 Current-voltage relation for the model system of Fig. 1.3. Internal resistance of the electrolyte becomes
infinite at higher voltage by ICP, and the current is saturated at the limiting current. At lower voltage regime, the
current is linearly proportional to the applied voltage, which is predicted in Ohm's law (i.e. the constant resistance of
electrolyte).
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Such limiting current by linear ICP has been frequently observed in various electrochemical
systems with IEMs, such as fuel cells and electrodialysis[6, 14, 15]. The preceding analysis of
linear ICP and limiting current in electrolytes can be traced back to Walther Nernst a century ago,
and has fundamental / practical importance. Because the limiting current implies the point of the
maximum ion flux and the point when the internal resistance becomes infinity, it becomes the
standard condition to define optimized operating conditions for electrochemical systems with
IEMs. Various ways to define the limiting current has been developed for more complex 2-D
systems analytically (e.g. convective-diffusion model[6]) and empirically [16].
The preceding linear ICP theory, however, loses validity when the current approaches the
limiting current, since the quasi-electroneutrality breaks down when the ion concentration goes
to zero near IEMs.
1.3.2. Nonlinear ICP and Overlimiting Current
In 1988, Rubinstein et al.[17] found that the current starts to increase again after it is
saturated in electrodialysis (ED) (Fig. 1.6a). This increase indicates that ions can pass through
IEMs, overcoming the diffusion-limit (limiting current). The traditional convective-diffusion
model with the Nernst-Plank-Poisson equations cannot predict this nonlinear ICP phenomenon,
called the overlimiting conductance (OLC), which is observed in various IEM-electrolyte
interfacial models[18-21].
The nonlinear ICP model includes the three current regimes: Ohmic (I), limiting (II), and
overlimiting current (III) regimes (Fig. 1.6b). The existence of OLC has drawn much attention
from physicists and engineers, because of its non-intuitiveness and the possibility to improve
electrochemical systems' performance. Although the basic, 1D theoretical modeling of the
nonlinear ICP has been presented in the pioneering works of Rubinstein and Zaltzman [19], it is
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still an ongoing scientific challenge because of the multiphysics, multiscale nature of the
problem.
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Figure 1.6 a) Current-voltage curves measured in ED systems (reprinted with permission from [17]) and b) the
typical current-voltage relation of the interfacial systems with IEMs in liquid electrolytes. The current is saturated
(i.e. limiting current), but it increases again (i.e. overlimiting current).
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1.4 Thesis Objectives
The objectives of this Ph.D thesis are the fundamental study and exploration of applications
of nonlinear ion concentration polarization (ICP) and overlimiting current (OLC). To achieve the
goals, in Chapter 2, we visualize the nonlinear ICP and corresponding OLC in real
electrochemical system, i.e. electrodialysis (ED). Then, we analyze the effects of the nonlinear
ICP on ED system. In Chapter 3, based on the visualized nonlinear ICP and its effects, we clarify
that the source of OLC is electroconvective vortex (EC), and characterize EC in ED system.
Lastly, in Chapter 4 and 5, we explore novel applications utilizing the nonlinear ICP, i.e. single-
step water desalination and purification and high-throughput bio-agent preconcentration for
water monitoring. Specifically, the proposed objectives already accomplished in the thesis are:
a. Development of a universal experimental platform for studying the nonlinear ICP.
b. Microscopic analysis of the effects of nonlinear ICP and OLC on ion transport, salt
removal performance, and current efficiency in ED system.
c. Clarification of the source of nonlinearity in ICP (i.e. electroconvection (EC)).
d. Characterization of electroconvection (EC) under shear flow in electrodialysis (ED).
e. Development of en bloc desalination / purification method (removing salt ions and
charged bio-agents at one time) from brackish water by nonlinear ICP between two
identical IEMs.
f. Clarification and quantification of desalting performances of new ICP platform vs. ED
g. Development of the strategy to scale-up new ICP desalination methods for
commercialization.
h. Development of fast, massive bio-agent preconcentration method in a continuous
manner.
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Chapter 2
Ion Concentration Polarization (ICP) in Electrodialysis (ED)'
2.1. Introduction to Electrodialysis (ED)
Electrodialysis (ED) is an one of the membrane-based separation process utilizing ion
exchange membranes (IEMs)[1-3]. Ideally, anion exchange membranes (AEM) conduct negative
salts (anions) only, while cation exchange membranes (CEM) conduct positive salts (cations)
only. With this ion selectivity, the juxtaposed AEM and CEM can remove salts from incoming
salty water under an electric field. The concept of ED was first suggested in early 20th century[4,
5], but a modem ED system known today was developed only in 1950, along with the first
production of the synthetic ion exchange membranes (IEM)[6]. After installing the first
commercial ED plant by Ionics, Inc. for Aramco (Saudi Arabia) in 1954, ED technology has
achieved many improvements; membrane fouling and scaling were significantly reduced by
electrodialysis reversal (EDR), and production of ultrapure water was achieved by
electrodionization (EDI)[1, 3].
Despite these progresses, electrodialysis (ED) became a niche technology because of the
dramatic improvement of Reverse Osmosis (RO), which is currently the dominating technology
in desalination market[1, 2, 7]. However, ED technology still enjoys several important
advantages, such as high water purity, scalability, and ion controllability. Firstly, ED technology
can remove certain important ionic species more efficiently than RO, because it is not relying on
the size of the molecules. For example, boron removal efficiency of RO (~30%) is much worse
than that of EDI (~95%)[1]. Secondly, ED is scalable, and therefore ideal for on-demand, small-
'The published journal paper (R. Kwak, G. F. Guan, W. K. Peng, and J. Han, Desalination 308, 138 (2013)) was
used in its entirety for Chapter 2, with minor updates and modifications. R. K. and J. H. conceived the idea, designed
the experiments, and wrote the manuscript. R. K. carried out the experiments and analyzed the data. G. G and W. K.
P. fabricated the PDMS molds by 3D printing. J. H. supervised the study.
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scale desalination, which would address many of the water challenges of remote, resource-
limited areas[8, 9]. Contrast to RO process, which requires a high pressure pump to overcome
significant osmotic pressure of salty water, ED process can be miniaturized. Lastly, ED process
can be generalized as an ion manipulation process, resulting in many new applications: acid and
base production, water softening, and waste water treatment[3].
The present IEMs for ED, have 96~99% ion selectivity and require only ~5% the total
voltage drop of the entire ED system. Therefore, the technology of IEM is often considered
mature, and it is unlikely to produce any further improvement of ED process[1]. On the other
hand, system parameters related to the ion transport within the cell are not fully optimized, nor
well characterized. Optimization of ED systems for better performance would require detailed,
microscopic system characterization as well as robust theoretical (numerical) model for the
process. Yet, ED systems engineering have been often relying on a "black-box" approach, where
only inputs (current or voltage, flow rate, etc.) and outputs (voltage or current, conductivity etc.)
of the systems are tracked, while various system parameters are varied, to optimize the system.
This is in part due to the scientific complexity of the ED process itself. Current through IEMs
typically initiate Ion Concentration Polarization (ICP) near the membrane, and physical
modeling of ICP is an ongoing scientific challenge, due to its multiphysics, multiscale nature of
the problem. Although the ion transport through ion exchange membranes has been theoretically
studied in the pioneering works of I. Rubinsten and B. Zaltzman[10, 11], it is still non-trivial to
build a predictive engineering model for a ED system, with a full consideration of system
parameters and geometrical complexities. Often, these models either capture only 1 -D ion
transport behaviors around the membrane, or fail to incorporate the fluid flow and other
details[12]. On the other hand, direct experimental monitoring of ED process in situ has not been
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reported previously. V. A. Shaposhnik et al.[13-15] have developed the laser interferometric
method for profiling salt concentration in ED process in situ, but this method is providing
insufficient details regarding the dynamic changes of concentration / flow in ED unit cell,
especially in high current regime[12].
In this chapter, we present a microscale experimental platform of electrodialysis (ED) which
enables detailed, microscopic observation of ED process in situ, using a standard microscope.
With this platform, we visualize fluid flow and concentration profile in ED systems directly for
the first time. Both fluid flows and concentration profiles in ED undergo significant transitions,
from a low current (Ohmic regime) to a high current (overlimiting regime) conditions. We also
investigated the relationship between the salt removal performance and the observed
concentration and flow patterns, and discussed insights revealed in this experiment for the future
optimization of ED system in general.
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2.2. Microscale ED Platform
2.2.1. Device Fabrication and Operation
Fig. 2. la shows a micro ED platform with a single unit cell defined by the three IEMs, along
with one desalted and one concentrated channels. To visualize ion and fluid transport within the
cell, a microchannel is formed between the two IEMs. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is selected
as a material for device fabrication because of its optical transparency and flexibility. Flexible
PDMS device can make conformal contact with the surface of membranes and electrodes,
preventing fluid leakages. Two PDMS blocks have five slots for three ion exchange membranes
(IEM) and two electrodes (Fig. 2.la). Microchannels are formed when the IEMs and the
electrodes are positioned in the slots, and the two PDMS blocks are bonded. The width of the all
channels is 1 mm, and the height of the channels is 200tm. To fabricate this PDMS slots, the
structures are engraved in relief by the stereolithograph process (also known as 3D printing,
Viper si2 SLA@ system, 3D Systems Inc., Rock Hill, SC). The material for this mold is
Watershed XC 11122 (DSM, inc., Netherlands). PDMS is then poured into the mold, cured, and
casted away from the mold. The dry IEMs (two AEMs and one CEM) and electrodes are inserted
into the slots on the lower PDMS block. Fumasep@ FTAM-E and FTCM-E (FuMA-Tech GmbH,
Germany) are used as an AEM and a CEM, respectively. The electrode is a 0.4 mm thick Al
plate (McMaster-Carr, Inc, Atlanta, GA). Holes are punched on the upper PDMS block for
connecting syringe pumps, conductivity meter, and electric wires. The two PDMS blocks are
then bonded irreversibly by oxygen plasma treatment. Next, the channels of this assembled unit
are filled with deionized water for 48 hours at 20 degree. During this period, swelling of IEMs
occurs, resulting in the volume expansion. This expansion helps to seal any gaps between the
IEMs and the PDMS blocks, forming a tight seal between chambers.
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Fig. 2.1b shows the platform for visualizing ED systems. The micro ED system is loaded
onto a commercial microscope (Fig. 2.1b). Real time, microscopic images of ED cell can be
obtained using an inverted epifluorescence microscope (Olympus, IX-71), with a
thermoelectrically cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Hamamatsu Co., Japan).
Sequences of images were analyzed by ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA).
The hydrodynamic pressure is generated by a syringe pump (Harvard apparatus, PHD 2200),
resulting 10 pL/min of 10mM NaCl solution for all experiments. The corresponding average flow
velocity is V~0.83 mm/s and Reynolds number using a hydraulic diameter DH is ReDH0.28
(ReDH =VDH/v, DH=4A/P, where the area of the channel A, the wetted perimeter P, the kinematic
viscosity of water v= 10-6 m2/sec, respectively), which are smaller but on same laminar flow
regime with large scale ED systems (Re=O. 1-100)[ 15-17]. A benchtop conductivity meter(VWR
sympHony conductivity meter, VWR International, LLC, Atlanta, GA) connected to a flow-
through conductivity microelectrode (Microelectrode, Inc, Bedford, NH), can be directly
mounted at the end of the desalted channel or the concentrated channel. It takes only about ten
seconds for the desalted or the concentrated water in the cell to reach the conductivity meter, so
the conductivity measurement tracks the changes in salt removal efficiency reasonably well. The
measured conductivity is converted to salt concentration later (a detailed discussion is in Section
2.2.2). Through the inserted electrodes and the electric wires, constant voltage is applied and
corresponding current is measured by Keithley 236 current-voltage source measurement unit
(Keithley Instruments, Inc., Cleveland, OH). Operation voltage is between OV to 100V. The
contact resistance between the electrode and the electric wire is less than 0.2, which is
negligible compared to the overall electric resistance of ED system.
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Figure 2.1 a) Schematic diagram of microscale electrodiaysis system before (left) and after assembly (right). This
ED model system consists of two PDMS blocks, two AEMs, one CEM, and two electrodes. As a result, 4
microchannels are built: desalted and concentrated channel (2 and 3) and electrode channels (1 and 4). Inset figure
shows the microscopic fluorescence image of the desalted and concentrated channels. The depth of PDMS slots is 3
mm and the widths are 0.38 mm for the CEM, 0.48 mm for the AEM, and 0.4 mm for the electrodes. The slot length
is 20 mm, but the exposed area to the channels is 15 mm. The geometry of the channels is therefore 200pm in height,
1mm in width, and 15 mm in length. The IEMs and the electrodes are cut in 6mm x 20 mm. b) Schematic figure of
micro ED operating platform and optical image (right and upper). IOnmM NaCl solution with 1 OgM R6G flows into
the four channels by the syringe pumps, and the conductivity meter measures conductivities of output fluids. The
voltage source / current measurement apply constant voltages in the ED system and measure currents simultaneously.
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2.2.2. Flow Visualization and Concentration Profiling
To visualize fluid flow and salt concentration, 10lpM Rhodamine 6G (R6G) (Molecular
Probes, Eugene, OR) is added in 10mM NaCl solution. Along with anionic fluorescence dyes
(e.g. Alexa Fluor 488), this cationic fluorescence dye has previously been used for observing ICP
near IEMs[18-20]. As minority charge carriers, R6G can trace salt concentrations in buffer
solutions as long as the two conditions are satisfied; i)the concentration profile reach a steady
state (no temporal changes), ii)dye concentration is low enough, so that dye molecules does not
contribute to current flows significantly[2 1]. Then, conservation of dye flux in the direction of
the field should render the dye concentration to be inversely proportional to the local electric
field, and proportional to the local (majority) ion concentration. In our experiments, 10gM R6G
is used in 10mM NaCl and the minimum concentration of NaCl achieved in the cell is about
-mM (99.16pS/cm (0.799mM) at 100V in Fig. 2.2b and Fig. 2.3a). The contribution of each ion
species to the overall current is proportional to the electrical mobility and their concentrations.
R6G's contribution is then only 0.02-0.2 % compared to the chlorine ions (Cl-) (pR6GCR6G/ pCICCI
~ 10-4 or less), with electrical mobilities of R6G and Cl are pR6G 16.2x 1 O9 and gCi79.1 x 10 9
m 2/Vs respectively [21]. In addition, at least in the Ohmic / limiting regime, the condition for
concentration steady state is satisfied: the electric noise is less than -1% and the significant
fluctuation of concentration profile was not observed (Fig. 2.2). The florescence intensity is
linearly proportional to the R6G concentration when its concentration is less than 300gM [22].
The fluorescence signal intensity of R6G is also pH-independent between the pH value of 2 and
10 [23, 24]. Therefore, one can use the fluorescence signal of R6G as an indicator for local ion
concentration in the cell, in Ohmic and limiting regime. Clearly, situations in overlimiting
regime, with the development of dynamic vortices (Fig. 2.2c), the steady state condition is not
satisfied[10, 12, 14]. Even then, dynamic changes in dye distribution can be used to identify
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regions affected by fast fluid vortices generated in the overlimiting regime, which were shown to
correlate well with flow patterns in previous experiments using microparticle tracking
technique[25-27]. To obtain salt concentration profile in micro ED system, first, the fluorescence
intensity is measured under various voltages at six points: 0, 1, 3, 6, 15mm away from the inlet
along the channel, and at the outlet (Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5). The relation between salt
concentration and the fluorescence intensity is then calculated by comparing the average
fluorescence intensity at the outlet and the measured conductivity in the desalted flow. Fig. 2.3
shows the conversion plot and equations of conductivity-salt concentration and fluorescence
intensity-salt concentration. For the desalted flow, the measured conductivity corresponds to the
average leveled fluorescence intensity calculated from Fig. 2.5. The converting equations are
conductivity (ptS/cm)= 130xsalt concentration (mM) - 4.7, (2.1)
fluorescence intensity (A.U) = 165.2xsalt concentration (mM)+761.9. (2.2)
Approximately, the fluorescence intensity 1000 is converted to 1 mM, 1500 to 4 mM, 2000 to 7
mM, 2500 to 10 mM, 3000 to 13 mM, and 3500 to 16 mM.
When unstable vortices appear near IEMs, the fluorescence intensity fluctuates due to
repeated growing and shrinking of the depletion zone. Instead of averaging over this temporal
fluctuation of the concentration profile, the intensity profile of the maximum depletion zone was
measured and plotted, which corresponds to the faster ion transport (a detailed discussion is in
Section 2.3.4). We did not have any surface treatment for preventing non-specific binding of
R6G, because additional surface treatment might affect to the performance of the membranes.
Any signal from non-specific binding of dyes was properly calibrated by subtracting background
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fluorescence signal (0 V) from measured values.
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Figure 2.2. Variations in the current response and fluid dynamics with corresponding conductivity changes in the
desalted and the concentrated flow. a) The current-voltage curve (solid line with error bars) and the size of the
vortex near CEM (dotted line with circles) and AEM (dotted line with triangles) at 3 mm from the inlet (the
second line in Fig. 2.2c). Effective electrode area is 0.2 mmx 15 mm. Current-voltage response is measured by
ramping up the voltage by discrete voltage jumps of 0.2V in every 3Osec, which was repeated five times. The
vortex size is measured in every 1 V, when its size reaches the maximum during the fluctuation if any. The current
is categorized by three regimes: Ohmic (0-2V), limiting (2-4V), and overlimiting (4-20V). At the range from 0 to
~lV, negligible Faradaic current occurs because of the reaction overpotential[28, 29]. b) The conductivity change
of the desalted flow (solid line with triangles) and the concentrated flow (solid line with rectangular) from 0 V to
20 V, categorized into three current regimes. An enlarged plot between I and 3 V is also inserted. The conversion
relation between the conductivity and salt concentration is presented in the Fig. 2.3a. The conductivity is
measured in every 0.2 V before 10 V, and in every 1 V after 10 V. c) Visualized fluid flows and concentration
profiles by R6G at the front part of the desalted channel at 0, 2, 4, 10, 20V. Magnified images for the interface of
CEM and the electrolyte are also shown. The boundary layers (arrow at 2V), their perturbation (arrow at 4V), and
the depletion zone by strong vortices (arrows at 10 and 20 V) are clearly observed. In addition, the circular
depletion regions affected by vortices near AEM are clearly visualized as well. 10mM NaCl solution flows from
left to right with the flow rate of 1 0pL/min. Two red lines indicate 0 and 3 mm from the inlet, respectively.
Visualized images for overall channel is available in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.3. a) Conversion plots between conductivity (measured by in line conductivity measurement tool) and salt
concentration. We measure the conductivity five times for 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 mM NaCl solutions. Standard
deviations for all solutions are less than 1%. Although the conductivity is linearly proportional to NaCl
concentration, the conductivity measurement is not reliably below 1mM NaCl concentration. b) Conversion plots
between calibrated R6G fluorescence intensity and salt concentration.
Figure 2.4. Combined images of desalted channels at various applied voltage (0, 2, 4, 10, 20, 50, and 100 V). The
total length is 15 mm, and the width is 1 mm. The vortex size was measured at 3 mm, and the fluorescence intensity
was measured (for local salt concentration profiles) at six points: 0, 1, 3, 6, 15 mm from the inlet, and at the outlet.
Vortex growth with the voltage increase, and along the channel, is visualized.
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Figure 2.5. Calibrated fluorescence intensity at the outlet under various voltages: 0, 2, 4, 10, 20, 30, and 50 V. x-axis
indicates the distance from CEM, whereas y-axis indicates the fluorescence intensity and corresponding salt
concentration. At the outlet, there is no electric field and solid-liquid interfaces. For the desalted flow, the depletion
of fluorescence dyes is well visualized, but it is stronger near CEM. It is presumably due to the higher
permselectivity and conductivity of CEM.
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2.3. Chan2ing Dynamics Affect Ion Transport
2.3.1. Three Current Regimes and Flow Vortex Dynamics on IEMs
Fig. 2.2 shows the visualized micro ED system with current and conductivity measurements
according to the applied voltage from 0 to 20V. In the current-voltage curve, three regimes can
be distinguishable: Ohmic, limiting, and overlimiting regimes (Fig. 2.2a). These three regimes
have been theoretically predicted[10] and observed in the current-voltage curves of single AEM
or single CEM[16]. In this ED platform, each regime shows distinct flow pattern, concentration
profile, and salt removal performance (Fig. 2.2b-c). The observed behaviors are clearly different
from the prediction of the conventional theory of concentration polarization[30], where the ion
depletion and enrichment behavior around ion exchange membrane (IEM) is explained by the
coupled drift-diffusion (Fig. 2.6a). In this model, the concentration profile becomes linear, within
a boundary layer often called as 'diffusion boundary layer'. Ions are transported mainly by
diffusion/drift, while the convection is dominant only outside the diffusion boundary layer,
where the ion concentrations return to those of bulk solutions. The thickness of diffusion
boundary layer, which critically determines the overall ion transport efficiency, is largely
determined by (mixing) fluid flow in the bulk solution. In contrast to this conventional model, as
observed in our experiment, the (apparent) boundary layer thickness systematically depends on
the applied voltage, even when the external flow conditions (tangential flow) remain the same.
The concentration profiles within the boundary layer are not linear, and there is a clearly defined
flat (although low) concentration region (Fig. 2.6b). Here, this region is termed as (ion) depletion
zone[25, 31, 32], which is different from the 'diffusion layer', often referred in earlier
literatures[12, 30]. In addition, complex (vortex-driven) structures of this depletion zone are
observed. The observed behaviors are largely in line with the model proposed by Rubinstein and
Zaltzman[10], where a non-linear electrokinetic fluid slip is considered to generate strong
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vortices and efficient mixing within the boundary layer. Strong vortices were later shown to
generate a region with almost a flat concentration, outside of the extended space charge layer
(ESC) near the membrane surface[26]. In the depletion zone, ions are depleted down to -1/100
of original concentration[ 8, 33], but the main ion transport mechanism within this zone is
convection by strong vortices, not diffusion (there is no concentration gradient)[34, 35]. Fig. 2.7
and Fig. 2.8 show the gradual changes in concentration profile at different operation voltages and
at different locations of the channel. As can be seen in the Fig. 2.7, the generation and expansion
of concentration polarization region (and depletion zone) near AEM and CEM, as well as vortex
generation, are well observed. In this experiment, we do not consider the thickness of electric
double layer (EDL) and extended space charge layer (ESC) because these are negligible (<<
1p m).
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Figure 2.6 a) Structure of diffusion boundary layer, based on conventional model of ICP[30], b) Structure of
boundary layer caused by ICP, as observed in our and other's work[10, 26, 34] c) Change of modified concentration
profiles for three different current regimes: Ohmic (i<him), limiting (i-ijim), and overlimiting (i >ijim), and d)
Concentration fluctuation by unstable vortices in overlimiting regime (i >iiim) (not in real scale). C0, C+, and C
indicate the concentration of bulk, counterion (solid line), and coion (dotted line), respectively. Dotted circular lines
indicate the vortices, and thick lines indicate the direction of vortex evolution according to voltage or current
increase (Fig. 2.6c), and according to time (Fig. 2.6d), respectively.
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Figure 2.7 Calibrated fluorescence intensity at 3mm from the inlet under various voltages: 0, 2, 4, 10, 20, 30, and50V. x-axis indicates the distance from CEM, whereas y-axis indicates the fluorescence intensity (corresponding to
the local salt concentration). Fluorescence intensity near IEMs is increased slightly in the desalted channel, which isprobably due to the adsorption of R6G into IEMs and the strong autofluorescence of IEMs. Depletion region and
sharp diffusion layer are clearly observed at high voltage conditions.
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Figure 2.8 Calibrated fluorescence intensity in the desalted flow under various voltages(2, 4, 20, and 50 V) and
points (0, 1 , 6, and 15 mm). x-axis indicates the distance from CEM, whereas y-axis indicates the fluorescence
intensity and corresponding salt concentration. CEM and AEM are separated by 1mm. Fluorescence intensity near
LEMs increases slightly in the desalted channel, which is probably due to the adsorption of R6G into LEMs and the
strong autofluorescence of lEMs.
2.3.2. Ohmic Regzime
First, in the Ohmic regime (V< 2V), the current linearly increases with the voltage, indicating
a near-constant overall cell resistance, and then it begins to saturate by the formation of diffusion
layer (0-2V in Fig. 2.2a). The near-zero current at V < IV is due to reaction overpotential. In this
regime, the diffusion (coupled with drift) is a dominant mechanism of ion transport. One can
observe linear diffusion boundary layers formed near the membranes (Fig. 2.2c at 2V). Only
linear diffusion layer appears near AEM and CEM (Fig. 2.6c at i<iim and Fig. 2.7 at 2V). This
diffusion layer is growing along the channel (Fig. 2.8a and Fig. 2.4). As the width of diffusion
boundary layer (or diffusion layer) is increased at the downstream locations of the desalted
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channel, the concentration gradient becomes smaller, which indicates slower ion transport at
those locations. That is, a majority of system current passes through the front part of the channel,
which was also experimentally observed by V.A. Shaposhink et al. [13].
For electrodialysis process, operating voltages are typically set at the upper end of the
Ohmic regime (-2V in this experiment)[36, 37]. This is because of a dramatic jump of the
electric resistance in the limiting current regime. However, the ion transport by diffusion is
inefficient, demonstrated by rather small conductivity drop in the output (0-2 V in Fig. 2.2b).
2.3.3. Limiting Current Regime
As the voltage increases, the current-voltage curve saturates to a current plateau, by the
diffusion limitation of ionic transport (2-4 V in Fig. 2.2a). In this limiting current regime, in the
desalted channel, salt concentration is reduced to the lowest value near the interface of the IEMs
and the electrolyte, and then formation of a depletion zone with flat (low) ion concentration
occurs. The depletion zone, which has the lowest salt concentration, then expands with increased
voltage (Fig. 2.2c at 4 V). Initially, at 2~3V, these depletion zones near IEMs are relatively stable,
but they begin to fluctuate by electro-osmotic instability (EOI) at IEMs with high voltage or
current[10]. This instability is due to the development of ESC next to classical EDL, which
indicates the concentration plateau of counterion concentration by perfect repulsion of coion,
resulting in strong flow vortices (Fig. 2.6b).
In the limiting regime (2V < V < 4V), the depletion zone begins to appear (Fig. 2.6c at i-iim
and Fig. 2.7 at 4V). Initially, near ~2V, vortices are not clearly visualized because of their small
sizes, but one can confirm the existence of vortices in the depletion zone and fluctuation of the
boundary layer. At the end of this regime, at 4V, both fluctuation of the boundary layer and
vortices are visualized clearly (Fig. 2.4). As can be seen in the Fig. 2.7 at 4V and Fig. 2.8b, both
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vortices and depletion zone expands, while the diffusion layer (region with concentration
gradient, outside of depletion region in Fig. 2.6b) grows only slightly along the channel. This
expansion is probably due to the vortex evolution time. It requires a few seconds for complete
vortex evolution from the initial disturbance[10]. Interestingly, under constant flow rate in this
system, the temporal process of vortex evolution is effectively 'visualized' at different points
along the channel. This vortex evolution becomes faster at higher voltage (Fig. 2.9). The detailed
description of this vortex would require careful modeling of many factors, such as current
distribution, changes in membrane permselectivity, and continuous decrease/increase in ion
concentration along the channel.
It is noted that the slope of the diffusion layer are still sharp at 15mm from the inlet of the
channel (Fig. 2.8b at 4 V). This indicates that the ion and current flux are still maintained even at
15mm downstream the channel, and therefore utilizing that part of the channel for removal of the
ions. In other words, the vortices by EOI near IEMs bring about dramatic enhancement of salt
removal performance (Fig. 2.2b at ~4 V); which shows electroconvection by EOI boosts salt ion
transport through IEMs, by generating overlimiting conductance in electrodialysis (ED).
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Figure 2.9 The vortex evolution at IOV and 50V is shown at different time points (0 - 3 mm from the inlet). The
complete expansion of vortices occurs 2.2sec at IOV and 1.0 sec at 50 V. The higher voltage, the faster evolution of
vortices becomes. This is also related to the faster saturation of current at higher voltage (Fig. 2. 10).
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Figure 2.10 a) Time evolution of the current from IV to 100V and b-d) Magnified figures at 60-80 sec in different
current regimes: b) Ohmic (2V), c) Limiting (4V), d) Overlimiting (20V). Stable current is observed in Ohmic
regime, but the current begin to oscillate starting from the onset of the overlimiting regime. The current shows
chaotic oscillation in overlimiting regime. Magnified images from IV to I OOV for 8 different voltages (1, 2, 4, 6, 10,
20, 50, and 100 V) are also available (Fig. 2.12). The current is measured during 100sec in every 0.1 sec right after
the voltage applying. The inset image shows the average current and the conductivity in the desalted flow up to 100
V. The average current is calculated by averaging currents from 30 to I00sec.
2.3.4. Overlimiting Current Regime
As the voltage increases, in the overlimiting regime (V > 4V), both depletion zone and
overall boundary layer become thicker (Fig. 2.6c at i>iim and Fig. 2.7 at 10-30V). As the
depletion zone (affected by fluidic vortices) expands, the layer outside of the depletion zone
should accommodate higher concentration gradient, and therefore higher ion transport flux; this
is caused the vortices become not only larger, but faster[34] (Fig. 2.6c and Fig. 2.11 a). Further
along the channel, two boundary layers originating from AEM and CEM begin to meet in the
finite channel width (Fig. 2.2c and Fig. 2.7 at 20 V). Above 20 V, vortices from AEM and CEM
span almost the entire channel width, resulting in a narrow, undesalted region in the middle of
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the channel (Fig. 2.7 30V and Fig. 2.8d 50V at 1mm). As vortices expand at the further
downstream locations, however, the stronger vortices from CEM overwhelm the relatively
weaker vortices from AEM, blurring the edges of the two boundary layers (Fig. 2.8c 20V at 6
mm and Fig. 2.8d 50 V at 3 mm). The asymmetry of vortices from AEM and CEM is due to two
reasons: the different transport properties and the different Stokes radius of sodium and chlorine
ions. First, the limiting current density by the transport of sodium ion (at CEM) and chlorine ion
(at AEM) are not the same. From the Peers equation[12], the limiting current is inversely
proportional to the difference of the effective transport number of counter-ion in the membrane
and the transport number in solution (when other parameters, bulk concentration, electrolyte
diffusivity, and the thickness of diffusion boundary layer, are fixed). Although the effective
transport numbers of counter-ion are close to 1 for both AEM and CEM in dilute condition
(10mM NaCl)[38], the transport numbers t of co-ions on CEM and AEM are different
significantly, because t is linearly proportional to diffusivity D of co-ions[12]; as a result, the
limiting current density at CEM (by sodium ion) is about 1.5 times lower than that at AEM (by
chlorine ion)(DciJDNa+=2.032/1.334). Therefore, as voltage increases, the current density reaches
the limiting current density at CEM first, which also initiates vortices and overlimiting
conductance first. This mismatching of the limiting current density also induces the non-zero
slope of current-voltage curve in the limiting regime (Fig. 2.2a) and the asymmetry of
concentration profiles (Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8). Next, the Peclet number Pe is used for
characterizing the contribution of convection with respect to diffusion. In the physicochemical
hydrodynamic systems, the convection term in Pe can be replaced by electroconvection term,
and this Peclet number is proportional to the Stokes radius of ion[39]. Therefore, ions which
have larger Stokes radius d shows stronger electroconvection[40]. That is, the vortices at CEM is
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stronger than the vortices at AEM (dNa+0. 183 nm, dcj.=0. 120 nm)(dci- is calculated by
multiplying dNa+[40] and the ratio of difftisivity, DNa+/Dcj-=l.334/2.032[28] because the stokes
radius d is inversely proportional to the diffusivity D).
This electroconvection pattern becomes a dominant transport mechanism when larger and
stronger vortices are generated at higher voltages (4-20V in Fig. 2.2a-b). As the voltage increases,
the flow vortices grow larger and more unstable. As seen in the Fig. 2.2c (10V and 20V), the
circular depletion regions (created by vortices) repeatedly grow and shrink in size along the
channel. Here, the thickness of overall boundary layer is fixed, whereas that of depletion zone
fluctuates (caused by the fluctuation in vortex size); as a result, higher concentration gradient
(and faster ion transport) occurs in diffusion layer when the vortex expands (Fig. 2.6d and Fig.
2.11b). Interestingly, because of this vortex fluctuation, the flow vortices seem to "migrate"
along the channel. Although R6G in the solution cannot directly visualize the direction of these
vortices, previous experimental and theoretical results suggest that one can expect paired vortices,
one with clockwise rotation, and another counter-clockwise[10, 20, 25]. These new
characteristics of vortices are discussed in Section 3. It is noted that, when the voltage is higher
than 20V, the vortices from AEM and CEM overlap and interact with each other (Fig. 2.2c and
Fig. 2.4), resulting in strongly chaotic current behavior (Fig. 2.1 Oa).
The current-time curve also visualizes the dynamic system response, largely caused by vortex
oscillation, in the ED system (Fig. 2.10). Time evolution of current shows steady state in Ohmic
regime (1-2V), and chaotic oscillation in overlimiting regime (above 4V). Although the
numerical model[10] and experiment[16] have revealed this shift, this is the first time when such
dynamic behaviors were clearly visualized in a realistic ED system. In the Ohmic regime, any
perturbation is suppressed by viscous damping, so the current becomes steady (Fig. 2.10b at
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2V)[10, 12]. In the initial stage of the limiting regime, however, nonlinear vortices generate the
fluctuation of currents (Fig. 2.1 Oc at 4V). As these vortices become unstable, current oscillation
also becomes chaotic (Fig. 2.1 Od at 20V). The higher the voltage, the greater becomes the current
fluctuation amplitude (Fig. 2.10a). The transition of current behavior from periodic to chaotic
oscillation is well visualized from the data (Fig. 2.12). This tendency can be clearly observed in
current power spectrum by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (Fig. 2.13). Two jumps of the
amplitude of random current fluctuation happen when i)vortices are visibly initiated in
overlimiting regime (from 1-6V to 15-20V) and ii)vortices on CEM and AEM are overlapped
(50V). It is noted that the average current after 20V shows the second plateau, and the salt
removal efficiency in the output desalted stream saturates (inset graph in the Fig. 2.1 Oa), which is
discussed in Section 2.4.
Regarding the ion concentration profile in the overlimiting regime, V.I. Vasil'eva et al. [15]
and V.V. Nikonenko et al.[12] previously argued that the thickness of diffusion layer should
decrease at higher current ED processes. However, they have opposite claims about the thickness
of boundary layer. V.I. Vasil'eva et al.[15] argued that the boundary layer thickness actually
increases based on the interference-based measurement, but V.V. Nikonenko et al.[12] claimed
that the thickness decreases for higher current flow based on the theoretical one-dimensional
stationary model. This contradiction can be explained clearly by taking into account the
depletion zone. According to our experimental result, the significant expansion of vortex
instability induces the increased thickness of depletion zone (with flat concentration profile) and
boundary layer, but the diffusion layer (outside of the depletion zone) shrinks at higher voltage
(or higher current). At overlimiting current regime, it is noted that the stronger convection by
vortices in depletion zone maintains the larger concentration gradient of the diffusion layer.
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Figure 2.11 Calibrated fluorescence intensity near the CEM interface, showing the concentration profile a) at three
different current regime (Ohmic: 2 V, limiting: 4 V, and overlimiting: 20 V) and b) three different arbitrary times (ti,
t2,and t3) at 3 mm from the inlet. x-axis indicates the distance from CEM, whereas y-axis indicates the fluorescence
intensity and corresponding salt concentration. These profiles, Fig. 2.11 a and b are matched with Fig. 2.6c and d,
respectively.
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Figure 2.12 The magnified current-time curves of Fig. 2.10 at 60~80sec, from 1 V to 100 V. a-b) In the Ohmic
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2.4. Current Efficiency
Lastly, we discuss the efficiency of the micro ED system including intensive current regime.
One of key parameters for optimizing ED system is current efficiency, which describes how
effective salt ions can be separated by IEMs for a given applied current. This efficiency is
calculated by
current efficiency = zFQ(Cconcentrate - Csat (2.3)
2NI
where Cconcentratec and CDesalte are concentrated and desalted flow concentration (initial
concentration: Co=10 mM), respectively. z is the charge of ions (z=1 for sodium or chlorine ions),
F is the Faraday constant (96,485 C/mol), Q is a flow rate (Q= 10 pL/min), N is the number of
cell pairs (N=1), and I is the current[ 17]. Current efficiency also can be calculated only with the
discrepancy between concentrated (or desalted) flow concentration and the initial concentration.
While current efficiency has been measured frequently, according to various input parameters
(e.g. flow rate, applied voltage or current, initial concentration), there has been no clear physical
explanations about the trend of current efficiency yet [17].
1 overliniting
limitin .0 .8 - -.... -... -
'o Ohmic
10.46
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
voltage (V)
Figure 2.14 Current efficiency of the ED system as a function of operating voltage between 0 and 20V: Ohmic (0-2
V), limiting (2-4 V), overlimiting (4-20 V).
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Fig. 2.14 shows calculated current efficiency by substituting measured currents and
conductivities according to voltages. As higher voltage, current efficiency decreases in Ohmic
regime due to higher current and constant cell resistance (i.e. very weak salt removal), whereas
current efficiency increases in limiting regime, especially after the vortex instability occurs. At
~7 V, current efficiency begins to drop because the conductivity drop in desalted flow becomes
gradual while the current increases (Fig. 2.2a-b). As a result, instead of the end of Ohmic regime,
the maximum efficiency occurs at 4-8V, which is in the initial stage of the overlimiting regime.
Herein, the unstable vortices form, resulting in the dramatic decrease of conductivity (Fig. 2.2a-
b). At below 1.23V, Faradic current is negligible due to reaction overpotential. Some amount of
salts may be removed via capacitive charging (capacitive deionization (CDI) regime), and ideally
current efficiency should be 1. In this experiment, however, the amount of removed salt by CDI
is negligible (current efficiency~O) because of the low surface-to-volume ratio of aluminum
electrodes (Fig. 2.2b). In addition, current efficiency calculated in this regime is prone to a large
error and perhaps not adequate for characterizing CDI efficiency in this system (Fig. 2.14). At
higher voltage, over 7V, the salt removal performance is better, whereas current efficiency is
lower because of high current. There are four possibilities to lower current efficiency: fluid
leakage, current leakage, co-ion transfer, water splitting at high voltage. Symmetric conductivity
variation of concentrated / desalted channel indicates that the fluid leakage between the channels
is negligible (Fig. 2.2b). High permselectivity of AEM and CEM in a dilute condition (10mM
NaCl) would prevent co-ion transfer through the membranes successfully; the permselectivity of
IEMs are 96% (FTCM-E) and 90% (FTAM-E) in 0.1/0.5M KCl at 25'C, and this would be
significantly enhanced by high apparent transport number as in dilute solution (10mM NaCl
solution)[38]. However, the two remaining factors, current leakage beside the membrane and
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water splitting at high voltage may be able to decrease current efficiency[41].
This observed saturation of salt-removal efficiency in the overlimiting regime also can be
explained by the following. At 50 V, the depletion zone and the vortices are observed at 0 mm
(Fig. 2.8d). At 100 V, ultra-strong vortices from IEMs appear, resulting perfect salt removal (as
monitored by R6G) at the very front end of the channel (Fig. 2.4). In detail, due to these strong
vortices, almost all salts can be removed before 15 mm at 20 V, 6 mm at 50 V, and -0 mm at
lOOV (Fig. 2.4). After the concentration drops below ~1 mM at the rear part of the channel, more
current flows through the front part of the channel. The electric conductivity of 1 mM NaCl is
too low to allow enough current flow (Fig. 2.3). As a result, instead of additional salt removal
below 1 mM, the required length for obtaining 1 mM from 10 mM NaCl solution decreases as
the voltage increases. This also can explain why the current and the conductivity in the desalted
flow are almost saturated after 20 V (Fig. 2. 1Oa). However, it is noted that, this does not mean
ED system cannot obtain ultra-pure water below 1 mM; while the conductivity of desalted
channel is almost saturated, it keeps decrease gradually from 1.002 mM (125.60 pS/cm) at 20 V
to 0.799 mM (99.16 pS/cm) at 100 V.
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2.5. Outlook and Future Works
In this chapter, we investigated the clear change of dynamics from Ohmic to overlimiting
regime through the comparison of measurable parameters (current, voltage, conductivity, and
current efficiency) and visualized concentration / flow profiles. Although this experimental
platform enables better understanding of nonlinear ICP and OLC, several scientific issues come
to the front as a result.
One of the important issues is the marked difference of the optimized operating condition and
current efficiency between research papers including ours and commercialized ED systems.
According to the recent article published by GE[2], which is one of the leading companies for
ED technology, the optimized condition has been always on Ohmic regime with 90-95% of
current efficiency. However, the current efficiency has been observed in the wide range (10-80%)
in research papers[17]. This significant discrepancy is probably due to the difference of the
system scale between ED plants and lab-scale devices; although the commercial ED is highly
stacked (> several hundred cell pairs), ED in research papers has only 1-20 cell pairs. It is also
noteworthy that ED systems in commercial market and research papers have quite different
geometries (e.g. intermembrane distance: 1-10mm[15, 17, 42]) and flow conditions, probably
resulting inconsistency of current efficiency. The best way to solve this issue is to study
overlimiting regime with commercial ED devices or similar multi-stacked system.
Secondly, although conductivity drop of desalted flow (Fig. 2.2b) and current efficiency (Fig.
2.14) are good indicators, these performance metrics do not take into account energy
consumptions (electric and pumping energy) and capital cost (e.g. the required membrane area).
For example, as visualized in the Fig. 2.4, the required channel length for desalting water below
a certain level (< 1 mM) becomes shorter with higher applied voltage (or current). This indicates
the pumping power and the required membrane size can be significantly reduced. In the fluidic
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channel, the pumping power is proportional to the flow rate and pressure drop along the channel,
and this pressure drop is proportional to the length of the channel. Therefore, one can probably
reduce the overall cost to operate the system, and build smaller, portable device at higher electric
potential. To find the optimization point, we need to quantify desalting performance with various
indicators, including energy consumption, energy per ion removal, area efficiency, etc.. This
issue will be revisited in Chapter 4.
Next, there are still many parameters which can affect the device performance and change the
optimization point. Here, we only change voltage or current regimes at fixed geometry,
component and salinity of the solution, flow rates, and water recovery (50%). This means that
there is still much possibility to enhance the performance of ED by characterizing the detailed
ion transport with microscopic details. The questions to be explored in the future are the
following:
i) Here, we used the brackish water model (10mM NaCl). Can nonlinear ICP and OLC help
to enhance ED's performance in different salinities of water, such as ultra-pure water
generation (< 0. 1mM), seawater desalination (-5OOmM), and produced water treatment (>
1M)?
ii) Here, we used the binary electrolyte (NaCl). As discussed in Chapter 2.2, different
electrolytes or ions induce different limiting current density and probably different critical
voltage to initiate electroconvection. Then, how will desalting performance and
optimization point be shifted according to the component of electrolytes (e.g. non-binary
electrolytes and complex salt mixtures)?
iii) We can control water recovery by adjusting flow rate ratio of desalted and brine flows.
Then, what is the optimized water recovery and flow rates, in the light of achieving the
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best possible energy efficiency (i.e. energy per ion removal)?
iv) The thickness of depletion zone governs the amount of rejected salts in desalted flow
(described in Chapter 4), and the thickness increases (decreases) as higher voltage or
current (higher flow rate or velocity) (described in Chapter 3). Then, what is the optimized
thickness of depletion zone, flow rate, and the width of the desalted channel?
Lastly, the ability of visualization of this microscale experimental platform would be useful
for various electrochemical desalination systems such as capacitive deionization (CDI) and
electrodeionization (EDI). As in ED, CDI and EDI's parameters related to the ion transport are
yet to be characterized in microscopic detail. Because their system designs are quite similar with
ED (CDI: two juxtaposed porous electrodes, EDI: juxtaposed IEMs and ion exchange resins
between IEMs), we will be able to fabricate microscopic visualization platforms with methods
demonstrated here.
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Chapter 3
Electroconvective Vortex (EC) Characteristics under Shear Flow 2
3.1. Introduction to EC on IEMs
As described above, while important in many electrochemical systems, physical modeling of
ICP remains challenging due to multiphysics, multiscale nature of the problem. One of the most
tantalizing problems in ICP is the mechanism of overlimiting current (or overlimiting
conductance)(OLC)[1], which cannot be explained by the standard theory of ICP[2] that
considers only diffusion and drift. Various mechanisms for OLC have been proposed, including
electroconvection(EC) (electroosmotic instability [3 -6] and bulk electroconvection[7, 8]),
chemical reaction (water splitting[1]), and electrostatic effects (surface conduction and
electroosmotic flow[9]). While different non-chemical mechanisms were considered important
according to the scale of systems[9], EC mechanism has been tied to OLC in macroscale systems
(e.g. electrodialysis (ED)) with experimental evidences[5, 6, 10] and theoretical predictions[4, 6]
of symmetric vortex pairs. Recently, however, Andersen et al. [11] argued that EC may be not the
source of OLC for following reasons. i) Experiments[5, 6, 10] were performed in microfluidic
devices, and there are different source of vortex by electrostatic effects[9] or unsymmetrical
geometry (nanochannels were located only on the bottom of the channel). ii) Also, flat depletion
zone (with low concentration) is not the evidence of EC, since it can occur in microchannels
without EC[12]. iii) Especially, the chemical effects "current-induced membrane discharge"
could generate OLC and also suppress EC in real systems[1 1].
Perhaps the scientific difficulty regarding the ICP and OLC is due to the fact that there has
2 The published journal paper (R. Kwak, V. S. Pham, K. M. Lim, and J. Y Han, Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 114501 (2013))
was used in its entirety for Chapter 3, with minor updates and modifications. Among the authors, R. K. and J. H.
conceived the idea, designed the experiments, and wrote the manuscript. R. K. carried out the experiments and
analyzed the data. V. S. P carried out the simulations, and this work supervised by K. M. L. G. G and W. K. P.
fabricated the PDMS molds by 3D printing. J. H. supervised the overall study.
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been a general lack of direct experimental studies. Most previous studies[1, 4-10, 12, 13] often
captured ion / fluid transport behaviors with 1-D quiescent conductance in over-simplified
systems, which cannot represent conditions of real electrochemical systems. Consequentially,
they also failed to capture the effect caused by shear flow, even though many engineering
systems, from conventional ED systems to new ICP devices (e.g. preconcentration[14] and
desalination systems[ 15]) operate under shear flow in tangential direction to IEMs. While Balster
et al. discussed the effect of flow direction on micro-textured membranes, they did not go into
microscopic details[16]. In Chapter 2, we developed a microscale ED system and visualized in
situ fluid flow and ion concentration, for the purpose of investigating and optimizing ED process.
In this chapter, using the micro ED platform, we investigate concentration profile and fluid flow
of ICP, and verify the existence of EC under various shear flow conditions and voltages. The
experimental result is then compared with recently-developed multiscale numerical
simulation[ 17]. In addition, new scaling relation between the thickness of EC vortex and shear
flow rate is established and validated. We also reveal the unique unidirectional vortex structure
and vortex advection in sheared EC for the first time.
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3.2.EC under Shear Flow in ED
3.2.1. Sheared EC in ED
Fig. 3.1 shows typical flows and ion concentration characteristics observed in the
experimental system. It is noted that all parameters are controllable (e.g. flow rate, voltage, and
geometry) or traceable (e.g. streamline, current, conductivity) in the micro ED platform. We also
carried out multi-scale numerical simulation, based on the routines developed by Pham et al. (all
simulations in Chapter 3 are courtesy by Van Sang Pham)[ 17]. The simulation relies on the direct,
coupled solution of the full set of Poisson-Nernst-Plank-Navier-Stokes equations(see Appendix
A, Fig. Al). Fig. 3.2 shows the behavior of ion concentration polarization under shear flow:
sheared EC with local ion concentrations and fluid flows, obtained from experiment and
numerical simulation. The modeling results largely reproduce both flow and concentration
profiles observed in the experiments, over a range of applied voltage and shear flow rates (see
Fig. 3.3 for full set of experimental data). As previously observed without shear[10], the series of
wavy depletion boundary layers (thickness: dbl) are generated near IEMs because EC enhances
the convective mixing. However, there are unique behaviors of ICP under shear flow which have
not been predicted / observed until now. These behaviors are clearly different from the traditional
picture of convective-diffusive model[2], and even from the model by Rubinstein and
Zaltzman[4] where symmetric bi-directional vortex were predicted.
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C :bulk Cd~c: electroconvective(EC) vortex zone
db,: circular (depletion) boundary layer
: diffusive boundary layer
E (x, y)
pressure-
driven flow
Q, UHP
Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of sheared EC vortices (black ellipses) and ion concentration profiles C initiated by
ICP under shear flow in the microscale ED system. When the pressure-driven HP flow (with flow rate Q and average
velocity UHP) is applied, with a sufficient high voltage V, the EC zone d and the corresponding circular depletion
boundary layer dbl are observed on both CEM and AEM. The vortices have only one direction (clockwise on CEM
and counter-clockwise on AEM), instead symmetric pairs. By combining the unidirectional vortices and HP flow,
meandering fluid flows are induced above the EC vortices. A typical concentration profile (at the maximum height
of the vortex) near the AEM, along with the thicknesses of d, dbl, and 6 are shown in the inset. CO indicates the
'bulk' concentration at a given location, which gradually decreases downstream of the channel by electrodialysis[18].
The direction of electric field E and current I is from AEM to CEM (black arrows). The detailed fabrication and
operating procedures are described in Section 2.2.
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Figure 3.2 Sheared ICP is visualized by showing local ion concentration profiles (Fig. 3.2a and c) and EC vortices
(Fig. 3.2b and d) from the experiment (at V=10 V and UHP = 0.83 mm/s (Q=10 pL/min)(Fig. 3.2a-b) and the
simulation (at V= 25VO and UHP= 80U, where VO =25 mV and UO =29.66 pm/s(see Appendix A, Table Al)) (Fig.
3.2c-d). CEM (AEM) is located at the bottom (top) of the channel, and the ratio of channel width to length is 1:5 in
both the experiment and the simulation. In the experiment, the local ion concentration was tracked with 10 PM
Rhodamine 6G (R6G), and circular depletion boundary layers dbl are observed as a dark region caused by the
depletion of R6G (Fig. 3.2a); in simulation, ion depletion is represented as a blue region (Fig. 3.2c). Fluid flows
were visualized by stacking the time-lapse images of O1pm polystyrene (PS) beads (Fig. 3.2b). The vortex evolution
is clearly visualized at the entrance region in both the experiment and the simulation (yellow and white dotted lines).
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W4 V, Q=5 p/min
V*4 V. Q=10 umin
V4 V, Qw20 Pilnin
W6 V, 0=S pI/mmn
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1*6 V, Q=20 pilmin
Figure 3.3 The full set of experimental results with various conditions (applied voltage: 4-20V, flow rates:
0~50pL/min). Ion concentration (left) and fluid flows (right) were visualized by 10 pM R6G and 10 pm PS beads,
respectively. When UHP=4.2 mm/s (Q==50pL/min), EC vortices were not distinguished themselves clearly, so the
advection speed could not be determined.
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Figure 3.3 (continued)
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3.2.1. Unidirectional Vortex Structure of Sheared EC
The first unique behavior is unidirectional electroconvective vortices, in contrast with
symmetric vortex pairs predicted and observed for the situation without shear flow[6, 10]. When
Hagen-Poiseuille (HP) flow is applied from left to right, only clockwise vortices on CEM and
only counter-clockwise vortices on AEM occur (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2). Unfavorably-directed vortices
are suppressed by the shear flow, and favorably-directed vortices are expanded in the lateral
direction; as a result, flow streamlines meander along the edges of these vortices. This shift from
symmetric vortex pairs to asymmetric, unidirectional vortex by shear was previously observed in
annular 'electroconvection' in liquid crystal films[19, 20]. Electroconvective vortices and
corresponding ion depletion on AEM are weaker (or none in simulations) than that on CEM, due
to the difference of transport properties and Stokes' radius of cation and anion (sodium and
chlorine ions); the limiting currents and the overlimiting threshold voltages to generate EC are
different for CEM and AEM (Fig. 2.2a)[1, 21].
3.2.2. Height Selection of Sheared EC
The second unique behavior is the height selection of electroconvective vortex zone as a
function of applied voltages and flow velocities. The vortex height becomes saturated, after it
evolves completely at a certain distance from the entrance region of the channel (yellow and
white dotted lines in Fig. 3.2). This reflect that the vortex evolution needs a few seconds[10, 18,
22]. After this evolution, we chose the thickness of EC vortex zone dec by a meandering
streamline, which shows strong vertical motions (y-direction) up to the IEMs' surfaces (black
wavy streamlines in Fig. 3.1, red dotted lines in Fig. 3.2b and d). This parameter largely
determines the overall conductance (efficiency) of ion transport in the system. The corresponding
circular depletion boundary layer dbi is determined from the maximum height of regions with
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appreciable concentration modification from the fluorescent images (dark regions in Fig. 3.1, red
dotted lines in Fig. 3.2a and c); this layer includes the EC vortex zone dec and the diffusive
boundary layer 5 (,5= dbi - dec).
The governing equations for describing ion transport across IEM are Nernst-Plank equations,
Poisson's equation, and Stokes' equations (with electric body force), which represent mass
transport, electrostatic balances, and viscous fluid flows[7, 23]. Combining Poisson's equation
and Stokes' equation, we obtain 0= -VP+pV 2u+EV2 0VO ; Here, the first and last terms can be
considered as 'source terms' (responsible for the viscous flow), representing the external pressure
gradient and the electric body force on residual space charge, respectively (P: pressure, U:
dynamic viscosity, u: flow velocity, e: electric permittivity, and #: electric potential). If there is
no external pressure gradient or shear flow, the viscous term and the electric body force term are
balanced. (pV2 u EV 2qVq ). If we assume the electroconvective vortex and the electric potential
drop occur only in EC zone dec (almost all potential drop occurs within dec, due to significantly
low ion concentrations(see Appendix A, Fig. A3)[14, 15, 18]), we obtain a simple linear relation
between dec and 0 (d -$ , c= Vx u: vorticity) as observed in previous works[5, 6,
10].
When HP flow is applied, however, we have to consider the external pressure gradient as
well as electroconvective flow generated from the membrane walls. The tangential flow is
developed by the external pressure gradient, and the vortical flow is developed by the electric
body force. At the boundary of the EC zone dec, therefore, these two driving forces will be
balanced, VP _V 2 #VO . The pressure gradient can be described with the average flow velocity
of HP flow UHP, and the hydrodynamic diameter of the channel Dh, P/ L - 64pU / D , and
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D = 2wh /(w+ h) for rectangular channels (L: length, w: width, h: height)[24]. As a result, we
obtain a scaling relation for sheared EC (the detailed derivation is described in Appendix A);
d - C1 / 3 C = 2 - 1 / 3( 3 1de #2/~" eF~ 2whi
-w- Cu , LC= l3w~~ (3.1)W UHP )3 4w w+ h
This scaling relation, which is clearly different from conventional convective-diffusive model
(d /w) 3 ~(D/UHw)-(x/w) (D: diffusivity of ions)(Eq. 6.2.12 in [2]), reveals that the
dimensionless thickness of EC zone d,, / w is linearly proportional to (#2 / UHP ) . The scaling
constant C, predicted from structural parameters of the channel, is 0.0107 and 0.1303 for the
experimental system (w=I mm, h=0.2 mm) and simulation (w=20 pim, h -> oo), respectively
(p=0.001kg/m-s, e=80x8.854x 10-12 F/rn). Fig. 3.4 shows the dimensionless thickness of EC zone
for various experimental and simulation conditions according to the scaling factor (#2 /UH,) .
Not only that all measured values collapse onto straight lines (dotted lines in Fig. 3.4), but the
slopes of lines (experiment: 0.0101/0.0107 on CEM/AEM, simulation: 0.1258) agree well with
the scaling constant (error < 5%). These fitting lines do not pass through the origin, because the
onset of EC instability occurs at the finite voltage (Fig. 2.2a). It is noted that the overlimiting
threshold voltage is fixed even under different flow rates (Fig. 3.5).
This scaling analysis allows one to predict ion concentrations and fluid flows by sheared ICP,
which routinely occurs in real electrochemical systems. At low voltage or strong HP flow,
(#2 /UHVP V 2#V# ), the thickness of EC zone d,, / w is near zero; EC is
completely suppressed or flushed away by HP flow, so tangential flow patterns largely dominate
in the system, with minimal diffusion layer near IEMs (Fig. 3.6). As the scaling factor
(02 / UHP )1/3 increases, the region governed by EC expands and the sheared EC zone begins to
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appear, along with circular depletion boundary layers and meandering flow patterns. When
d,, / w becomes larger than 0.5, the vortices on CEM and AEM start to overlap and interact with
each other, inducing strongly chaotic behaviors both for ion concentration and fluid flows. The
concentration/flow profiles from simulation and experiment are well-matched when d,, / w is
similar, even when other parameters (e.g. Reynolds number and other structural dimensions) are
not equal (Fig. 3.6). This would indicate that the balance of HP and EC flows primarily governs
the concentration / flow profiles of the system. In this experiment and simulation, diffusion is
suppressed by fast HP flow. Therefore, the diffusive boundary layers 6 do not increase
significantly (Fig. 3.6).
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Figure 3.4 Dimensionless thickness of EC vortex zone dc / w plotted against the scaling factor (02 / UHP) )13 at
various applied voltages and flow rates for both experiment (V = 4-20 V and Q= 5-50 pL/min (UHP =0.424.17
mm/s)) and simulation (V=21 VO-41 VO and UHP=60UO-120UO, where VO =25 mV and UO =29.66 jim/s). Dotted lines
are the best fitting straight lines for two different sets of experiment data on CEM and AEM, and one set of
simulation data.
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Figure 3.5 Current-voltage (IV) curves under various flow rates (Q= 5, 10, 20, 50 pL/min (UHP =0.42, 0.83, 1.67,
4.17 mm/s)) to address the relation between the flow rate (shear rate) and overlimiting threshold voltage. By
observing the slope change of the current-voltage curves (Fig. 3.5a) and the initiation of the current fluctuation (Fig.
3.5b), we verified that the overlimiting threshold voltage is fixed at about 4V (on the CEM side, experiment). This
indicates that the initiation of electroconvection (EC) is independent of the shear flow rate. Effective electrode area
was 0.2 mmx 15 mm. Current-voltage response was measured by ramping up the voltage by discrete voltage jumps
of 0.2 V in every 30 sec, which was repeated three times. 10 mM NaCl solution was used.
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applied voltage (Fig. 3.8). This is the case for both experimental and simulation results. As all
existing vortices advect downstream, new vortices are generated at the front end of the channel;
therefore the overall concentration/flow profiles are maintained, except for the temporal / spatial
fluctuation (Fig. 3.7a).
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Figure 3.7 a) Space-time plot of vortex advection visualized by the corresponding circular depletion boundary layer.
The time interval between adjacent images is 0.2 sec. Even when neighboring vortices merge or separate (white
dotted arrows), their advection with constant speed is clearly observed (white solid arrow). b) vortex advection
speed Uc according to the average flow velocity UHP (rectangular: experiments at UHp=0. 4 2 - 2 .5 mm/s (Q=5-30
pL/min), triangle: simulations at UHp= 1.78-3.56 mm/s (UHP=60UO-120UO, UO=29.66 pm/s)). The best fitting curves
for both experiment and simulation results are the same, y=1.058x (the x-intercept is set at 0.).
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Figure 3.8 Vortex advection speed Uec according to applied voltages in experiment at fixed UHP 0.83 mm/s (q-l1
gL/min). As can be seen, the speed increase slightly, but it is negligible compared to the its strong dependence on
the average flow velocity UHP (Fig 3.7b).
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3.3. Outlook and Future Works
In this chapter, we have gained important insights on the nonlinear ICP and OLC under shear
flow, and the results can be used for analyzing and optimizing commercial ED systems.
Especially, the height selection of sheared EC will allow us to model desalting performances of
ED in overlimiting regime.
The possible work to be done is therefore investigating the relation between the height of the
EC vortices and salt removal performance in ED. The conductivity is uniformly low in the EC
zone in overlimiting regime (in contrast with gradual, semi-linear decrease of ion concentration
in Ohmic regime), therefore EC vortex height will be proportional to the salt removal rate in
desalted flow (we will discuss this issue in Chapter 4). In addition, if we characterize the voltage-
current responses in overlimiting regime with a simple scaling, we can predict energy
consumption and current efficiency of ED systems.
Next, there are new scientific questions emerging from the work in this chapter. To fully
elucidate the sheared EC, we need to investigate i) the transition from symmetric vortex to
unidirectional vortex, ii) the vortex interactions when EC on AEM and CEM are overlapping, iii)
the selection of vortex width (or wave number), and iv) vortex speed and height when the bulk
conductivity is significantly decreased by desalting.
Particularly, the vortex structure transition is an interesting scientific issue. We can approach
the transition from the conservation of angular momentum (i.e. circulation=surface integral of
vorticity). In non-shear condition, the emergence of symmetric vortex pairs is due to the zero
initial angular momentum. In this situation, when the shear flow is applied, the flow acts as a
source of vorticity; as a result, the symmetry of vortex is broken. The unidirectional vortices we
observed in this chapter would be the extreme case of strong shear flow. The vortex transition
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may relate to the emergence of chaotic fluidic motions closely. As observed in Chapter 2 (Fig.
2.13) (and will be observed in Chapter 4 in Fig. 4.4), current and fluidic fluctuations are
amplified when the unidirectional vortices are not developed regularly, because of vortex
overlapping at sufficiently high applied voltage (or current). Although the fine distinction of the
vortex symmetry is difficult to visualize, monitoring current or voltage fluctuation and
simulation models can help to validate this hypothesis.
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Chapter 3 Appendix A
Simulation setup (courtesy by Van Sang Pham)
a)
b)
L
C.=Cbulk; =C -k; 0;=OU=UeP
Figure Al. a) Simulation model of ED and b) boundary conditions
WV
C. a, C a . au
- = - =0;- =0;-8ni an On 'On
In order to obtain simulation results for the ED cell, we consider a simulation model sketched
in Fig. Al, where an ED cell consists of a CEM and an AEM on top and bottom, respectively. A
pressure-driven flow of electrolyte solution enters the channel from the left end, and exits to the
right end. To mimic the membranes' micron or sub-micron roughness, the membranes are
modeled by a series of wavy perm-selective surface (Fig. Ala). This IEM wavy surface is to
produce a periodical electric field; this generates a small, perturbative fluid motion when an
external electric field is applied. Such a fluid flow perturbation is typically confined within the
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A
distance of -O(a) (a: the amplitude of the membrane surface) in the Ohmic regime, and
therefore does not lead to significant changes in ion transport. However, in the overlimiting
regime, this perturbation can lead to significant fluid instability and changes in both ion
concentration and flux. To avoid the effect of membrane surface geometry on the fluid flow, the
wave amplitude is purposely chosen to be very small compared to the wavelength (a/l =0.001). It
is noted that the limiting / overlimiting voltage thresholds are not sensitive to the change of the
wavelength at fixed wave amplitude. At a/l =0.001, if the wavelength 1 changes -100%, the
threshold voltage shifts only by -1-2%[1]. A significant increase of the wavelength / (i.e.
becoming a flat membrane) will weaken the gradient of the lateral electric field, so the extended
space charge layer (developed outside the electric double layer of the membrane) is less unstable
on the same applied voltage; hence, a larger threshold voltage is required for generating the
instability.
Simulation is performed by solving the full set of governing equations directly, including the
Nernst-Planck equations (Eq. Al-A2) for ions transport, the Poisson's equation (Eq. A3-A4) for
the dependence of electric potential field on the ion concentrations, and Navier-Stokes and fluid
continuity equations (Eq. A5-A6) for fluid motion in the channel[l]. These equations are given in
dimensionless form as follows,
-V -J (Al)
AD
J± =-D5±(Vi± + Z,(V )+ Pe e, (A2)
2V. -(V) = -- e (A3)
'be = ZC, + Z _C (A4)
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1 1_ =--VIV 2  
-Re( 
-V)-,eV(i=O (A5)
Sc AD a'
V-U=O (A6)
where = t /r( ,C' =C, /Co 0, = # = U/UO, P= P/P are the normalized time, ion
concentrations, electric potential, vector of fluid velocity, and pressure, respectively. The
corresponding reference values are given as follows.
2 kB0210 T (A7)0; 1U
*0o ; C O = CZe; = ; U 1 = = 10 (A7)
where Cbulk is the bulk concentration, 10 = wis the characteristic length scale, Do = (D, +D)/ 2
is average diffusivity, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature, e is the
elementary charge, Z is ion valence, q is dynamics viscosity of solution, and e is permittivity.
Parameters ~, = D+ / Do , 2D =AD /10, and 5e Cbuk are normalized diffusion coefficient,
Debye length ( AD B bulk 2e2 ) and the space charge, respectively. Pe = U0l /D ,
Sc = 77 /pDO , and Re = pU0l0 / q are the Pelect number, the Schmidt number, and the Reynolds
number, respectively.
The governing equations (Eq. A1-A6) are solved numerically using the finite volume method
for discretization and Newton-Raphson method for the nonlinear equations generated by
discretization of the Poisson-Nernst-Planck equation[2, 3]. The transient terms are treated
implicitly using a three-level scheme which is second-order accuracy. Within each time step the
Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations (Eq. Al-A4) and the Navier-Stokes equations (Eq. A5-A6) are
solved in an iterative manner. Starting with a velocity field from previous iteration or initial
condition, the Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations are solved simultaneously. The potential and ion
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concentrations obtained are used to calculate electrical body force. The Navier-Stokes equations
are then solved with the electrical body force to obtain the velocity field for the next iteration.
The process is iterated until convergence is reached. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved by a
coupled method which uses Rhie-Chow interpolation to produce an equation for pressure from
the continuity equation[4, 5]. Linear algebraic equations are solved using the PETSc library
which implements the Krylov-subspace method[6]. Due to the rapid change of variable near the
membranes surface, mesh for the computational domain is strongly refined near the membranes
using GMSH[7].
Boundary conditions are also supplied for the closure of the equations. The boundary
conditions are given in Fig. Alb, where the permselective membranes are assumed to be
impermeable to co-ions, and allow counter-ions to pass through at a constant concentration
(C, =2CO); a pressure gradient is applied between the inlet and the outlet to drive the incoming
Hagen-Poiseuille flow with a parabolic velocity profile (U,: average speed). The common no-
slip boundary condition for fluid flow is also enforced at the membrane surfaces.
In this computation, the dimensionless Debye length employed is smaller than that of the
experiment; however, we did not use the usual simplifying assumption of the thin Debye layer
limit. Instead, the ion concentrations, potential and fluid flow at all voltage biases (Ohmic,
limiting and overlimiting regimes) were directly obtained by solving the full set of nonlinear and
coupled governing equations (Poisson-Nernst-Planck and Navier-Stokes), and with the no-slip
boundary conditions. The slip condition (second-kind electroosmosis) introduced by Rubinstein
and Zaltzman[8] is only applicable in overlimiting current regime; this methodology is therefore
not useful to predict the threshold voltage of transition between limiting and overlimiting
regimes. The electrolyte solution is sodium chloride (NaCl) which can fully disassociate into Na+
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and Cl ions in the aqueous solution. Parameters used in this study
Table Al. Parameters used for simulation
are given in Table Al.
Symbol Description Value
T Absolute temperature 300 K
D Debye length 13.8 nm
D Diffusivity of cations 1.33 x1O- m2 /s
D Diffusivity of anions 2.03x10-9m 2 /s
CO Bulk concentration 0.5 mM
#0 Thermal voltage 25 mV
U Velocity scale 29.66 sm
10 Length scale 20 pm
Current-voltage curves
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Figure A2. The current-voltage curve in the simulation ED model.
Fig. A2 shows the current-voltage (IV) curve from the simulation. Three regimes are clearly
observed: Ohmic, limiting, and overlimiting regimes. The critical voltages to initiate
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electroconvection (EC) is 21 Vo (Vo=25 mV). The current is scaled with the limiting current Ilim in
the simulation. No EC was observed on the AEM side in this simulation.
Electric field and potential drop
a) V--23V 0, UHp= 6OUO X
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Figure A3. a)Concentration and b)velocity maps in the simulation model. c)Electric potential (q ) and d)its gradient
(electric field E,) in y-direction are plotted at the peaks (x=1, 2.13, 3, and 4.56) and the valleys (x=1.16, 2.5, 3.3, and
4.7).
From the Nernst-Plank equations for anions, F_ = -DVC_ + uC - pCV#, the anion flux
F =0 and fluid velocity u =0 near the CEM surface, because of the ideal selectivity of CEM and
no-slip, no-permeability conditions. Then, we obtain (1 / C)(C / ay) ~ b / &y, which indicates
that the electric field is proportional to the concentration gradient on the CEM surface (y=O); the
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concentration of anion C_ would vary mainly in the y direction ( a# / y # 0 ) and be near
constant in the x-direction ( # / ax ~0) since it would assume the lowest level [9, 10]. Fig. A3
shows the electric potential $ (Fig. A3c) and corresponding electric field E, (Fig. A3d) in y-
direction at eight points (x=1, 1.16, 2.13, 2.5, 3, 3.3, 4.56, 4.7) for V = 23V, U = 60UO . The four
points are on the peak of circular depletion boundary layer (white lines) and the other four points
are on the valley of circular depletion boundary layer (blue lines) (Fig. A3a). As can be seen,
almost all potential drop occurs within the depletion zone (0<y<0. 1-0.2), which have extremely
low ionic conductance (blue region in Fig. A3a). Consequently, the normal electric field near the
CEM are not changed significantly, even the bulk ion concentration decreases along the channel
(Fig. A3d). Instead, interestingly, the normal electric field E, is much stronger at the valley of
EC (blue line in Fig. A3a) compared with that at the peak; strong incoming flows toward the
CEM by EC enhance the concentration and its gradient at the valley, while outcoming flows
expand the ion depletion and increase the resistance (Fig. A3a-b). As a result, almost all ion
transport (current) occurs through these valleys, with higher local field (Ey) and smaller
resistance. This non-uniform ion transport was also observed in non-sheared systems[I].
The detailed derivation of the scaling law
Fluid motion in ED system is described by Stokes' equation, neglecting inertia terms and
external body forces (e.g. gravity) except electric body force (the same equation with Eq. 1.41):
0 = -VP+ pV2u±+V 20 -V# . (A8)
First, when the external pressure gradient and corresponding shear flow do not occur, there
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is only source to generate electroconvection, i.e. electric body force. Then, the height of vortex is
determined by balancing the source, electric body force, and fluid viscosity:
PV2U ~ CV 20.Vb. (A9)
Here, the fluid velocity u will not be constant along the vortex streamline, so we apply the curl
operator to obtain the vorticity w:
V x (pV2U) V X 2- V), (AlO)
pV2 W_ VX(EV2 b.-VO). (All)
The vorticity is constant along the single vortex streamline; the vorticity has only z-axis direction
with 2-D approximation (on xy-plane). If we assume i)the most voltage drop occurs in the
electroconvection zone and ii)consider the outermost vortex and vorticity, both gradient and curl
operators can be scaled by the height of electroconvection (V 1 / d,,Vx~-1I /de,). As a result,
Eq. Al 1 becomes
W $2P 2 4 , (A12)
ec dec
and we obtain the scaling law for non-sheared electroconvection:
d, ~ C /P pw - . (A13)
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Secondly, in ED system case, there are two driven forces to generate fluid motions:
external pressure gradient (tangential flow) and electric body force (vortical flow). Then, the
height of electroconvection is selected when these two driven forces are balanced:
VP ~ EV2b -V. (A14)
The pressure gradient develops in the tangential direction, so
L . (A15)
d'ec
From the Hagen-Poiseuille equation which describe the pressure driven tangential flow by
balancing the external pressure gradient and fluid viscosity, we obtain
VP ~ pV2u, (A16)
P - 64,U (A17)
L Dh2
where the hydrodynamic diameter of rectangular channel is Dh= 2wh /(w + h). Substituting
Eq. A17 into Eq. A15, the scaling law for sheared electroconvection can be obtained:
d__ F 2wh 2-1/3 1/3
c - L(A18)W 64 pw3 w+h 
_ U
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Chapter 4
Scalable, Single-Step Water Desalination and
Purification using ICP
4.1. Introduction to Water Purification by ICP
Nowadays, fresh water is not any more 'free' resource of nature. Much of freshwater
sources in the world today are polluted and not adequate for human consumption. A bottled of
clean, purified water is currently sold at higher price than that of gasoline. Polluted drinking
water creates various water-related diseases, such as anemia, arsenicosis, cholera, malaria, and
lead poisoning. Various governments and water industry recognize that this water shortage
problem will become worse in the coming years, and counteract by securing water-related
technologies to monitor, clean, and manage water resources. The topics of major technological
and societal interest on the water-energy nexus are the development of more scalable (portable),
inexpensive, and efficient water purification systems to remove both salts and detrimental
biological agents, including toxins, proteins, bacteria, and cells from various water sources (e.g.
ground and brackish water, sea water, and even produced water from oil/gas industry).
When the nonlinear ICP with OLC was shown to generate wide depletion zone with
extremely low salt concentration near IEMs, as described in Chapter 3, the desalting capability of
nonlinear ICP has been recognized as the next-generation electrochemical desalination device. In
2010, S.J. Kim et al. [1] demonstrated a microfluidic desalination device by generating the strong
depletion zone of nonlinear ICP under pressure-driven flow. Recently, Ali Mani et al.[2] and
Kyle N. Knust et al.[3] also discussed the possibility to use SC or selective Faradic reaction in
microfluidic channels for generating ICP and purified water flow. While these previous works
clearly demonstrated the desalination capability of nonlinear ICP, they have three critical
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challenges. First, the detailed mechanism of ICP desalination process was not quantitatively
established, and the critical difference (both in terms of mechanism and performance metrics)
between ICP vs. ED systems were not fully understood. This is important since ICP can also
occur in standard ED systems (see Chapter 2 and 3), the fact that has not been widely appreciated
previously. This lack of theoretical understanding of ICP desalination significantly limits
engineering and optimization efforts. Second, the previous ICP and related platforms[l-3], while
adequate as a proof of concept, had a (microfluidic) design feature that are not adequate for a
high efficiency, robust desalination system. The electrodes were connected to the ICP zones with
long microchannels creating unnecessary power consumption along the way. In addition,
electrodes were exposed directly to the desalting flow, which allowed Faradaic reaction to affect
the system performance and the quality of desalted water[l-3]. For example, chlorine ions,
which is the most abundant ions in ground water, can be oxidized and disproportionated at anode,
generating poisonous chlorine gas and hydrochloric acid (HCl) / hypochlorous acid (HOCI),
respectively[4]. With the problems on the water quality, the additional hydrogen ion (He)
production can worsen the energy consumption to reject those ions. The standard potential of the
chlorine oxidation is only 1.39V, so corresponding pH change by its disproportionation in
aqueous solutions has been observed even in capacitive deionization (CDI) operated under 2V
[5]. Last, scaling-up to realistic, macroscopic system is one of the biggest huddles of such
microfluidics-based platforms.
In this chapter, we demonstrate and characterize an en bloc desalination/purification
method (removing salt ions and charged biomolecules and particles simultaneously) from
brackish water by nonlinear ICP phenomenon between two identical IEMs. Through visualizing
and tracing conductivity, dye concentration, and particle movement, we have demonstrated the
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production of purified water by eliminating salt ions, dyes and particles. The desalting
performance is not only predictable by the scaling law governing electroconvection (EC) zone
height (see Chapter 3.2.2), but also stable and unaffected by Faradaic reactions at the electrodes.
We quantify the enhancement of both energy and current efficiency of ICP desalination over
standard ED process. In addition, we have also developed a straightforward strategy to scale up
the demonstrated platform for commercialization, by stacking the unit platforms in parallel, just
as in ED.
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4.2. ICP Desalination Platform with Two Identical IEMs
4.2.1. Device Concept
Between two juxtaposed CEMs (termed as '2CEM'), ion depletion zone (dde) and ion
enrichment zone (den) are generated under an electric field (Fig. 4.1 a). As cations are selectively
transferred through the CEMs, anions are relocated in order to achieve electroneutrality, resulting
in the concentration drop (increase) in ion depletion (enrichment) zone. The concentration drop
(i.e. salt removal) is low and spatially gradual at relatively low voltage or current (Ohmic
regime). However, at higher voltage or current (overlimiting regime), strong EC facilitates cation
transport through CEMs, allowing us to "relocate" most salt ions. The depletion zone in
overlimiting regime is characterized by flat and low ion concentration profile, and corresponding
strong electric field, and general inhibition of charged agents (e.g. proteins and bacteria) entering
this zone[4, 5]. As a result, we can separate and collect the desalted/purified flow from the brine
flow by bifurcating the channel at the end of channel. This ICP desalination/purification also
happens with two AEMs (termed as '2AEM') but the location of desalted/brine flows are
reversed (Fig. 4.1b).
To clarify the difference between ICP desalination platform and ED, we also build ED
system (Fig 4.1c). While cations and anions in ED can move toward the electrodes under the
electric field, cations (anions) are 'imprisoned' between two AEMs (CEMs) in the ICP platform.
Therefore, if the internal relocation of anion (for Fig 4.la) or cation (for Fig 4.1b) by ICP does
not happen for some reason (e.g. very heavy, immobilized ions), the desalted flow will not be
produced. The ICP platform can be stacked just as in standard ED system, so we need to set the
cell number N of the system to calculate current efficiency values. Typically, one cell in ED
systems indicates one desalted and one concentrated flows regardless of the channel width (Fig.
4.2b). The corresponded one ICP cell to the one ED cell is achieved by changing the AEM (or
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CEMs) to the CEM (or AEMs) in ED (Fig. 4.2a). Two systems have exactly the same parameters
(desalted flow rate, number of IEMs, and device geometry), and we can compare ICP and ED
methods fairly. It is noteworthy that ICP system collect two desalted and two brine flows, unlike
ED system (one desalt and one brine flows)(Fig. 4.2). Here, the half regions of both ICP and ED
systems are fabricated (grey dotted boxes in Fig. 4.2). The cell number for both platforms is still
one (N=1), because the ion depletion zones occur equally: two depletion zones on two CEMs (or
AEMs) in ICP system, and two depletion zones on one CEM and one AEM in ED. In ICP
platform, the conductivities of one desalted flow on the lower CEM is gathered and gauged, but
we let the other desalted flow on the upper CEM flow (Fig. 4.2a).
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Figure 4.1 a-b) schematic figures of desalination/purification strategy utilizing ICP between two identical IEMs and
c) comparison with ED. Two electrodes and two CEMs (or AEMs) are juxtaposed, and the channel between the two
CEMs (or AEMs) is bifurcated at the end of the membranes. Blue and red arrows indicate the movement of cations
a and anions f. Ion depletion zone dde with low ion concentration occurs at the anodic side of CEMs and at the
cathodic side of AEMs (meandering green dotted lines in Fig. 4.la-c). Electroconvective vortices exist in this
depletion zone (solid black circles). Ion enrichment zone den with high ion concentration occur at the other side of
CEMs and AEMs (curvy green dotted lines). Black (gray) block arrows on right figures indicate the corresponding
brine (desalted) flow by ion enrichment (depletion) by ICP.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic figures to compare a)ICP and b)ED platforms. To correspond the one EC cell (Fig. 4.2b),
three identical IEMs constitute ICP platforms (Fig. 4.2a). In ICP system, the two channels between the three IEMs
are bifurcated to collect desalted flows separately. Blue and red arrows indicate the movement of cations a' and
anions pf. Meandering green dotted lines are ion depletion zones on IEMs. Grey dotted boxes are the ICP and ED
systems fabricated here (Fig. 4.1).
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Figure 4.3. Schematic diagram of the new ICP desalination system before (left) and after assembly (right). Three
channels are built between two CEMs (or AEMs) and two electrodes: one channel between two IEMs which are
bifurcated as desalted and brine channels (2 and 3), and electrode channels where faradic reaction happens (1 and 4).
The channel height h and length L are 0.2 and 5-10 mm, respectively. The inter-membrane distance w between two
IEMs is 2 - 2.38 mm.
4.2.2. Device Fabrication, Operation, and in situ Visualization
To demonstrate and characterize desalination/purification of the new platform, the sample
device is fabricated by slotting IEMs and electrodes into Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Fig.
4.3). In 10mM NaCl solution as a model of brackish water, the fluorescent dye, 0.78pM Alexa
Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) or 5pM R6G, is added to visualize ICP phenomenon. Here,
we use the positively charged R6G for 2AEM and the negatively charged Alexa Fluor 488 for
2CEM and ED, respectively. These dyes were selected to visualize the trapped ions between the
two IEMs and ion enrichment in brine flow. Dye concentrations are relatively low, so they do not
contribute to the current response yet can still represent local ion concentrations[6]. Fumasep@
FTAM-E , FTCM-E (FuMA-Tech CmbH, Germany), and carbon paper (Fuel Cell Store, Inc.,
Boulder, CO) are used as an AEM, CEM, and electrodes respectively. The more detailed
fabrication and operating procedures are same described in Chapter 2.2.
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Figure 4.4 a) Current-voltage curve of the new desalination/purification platform with two CEMs. Current-voltage
response is measured three times by ramping up the voltage by discrete voltage jumps of 0.2 V in every 30 seconds.
b-c) Visualized qualitative concentration profiles right before the channel bifurcation (dotted lines in Fig. 4.4c) with
0.78pM Alexa Fluor 488. 10mM NaCl solution flows with lOiL/min flow rate. Electrodes are rinsed by 10mM
dibasic buffer solution with 30pL/min flow rate. The channel width and length are 2.38 mm and 5 mm, respectively.
4.2.3. Demonstration of Brackish Water Desalination and Purification
Fig. 4.4a shows the current-voltage curves and visualized ICP with fluorescent dyes
between two CEMs. Current-voltage response can be categorized as Ohmic (1-2 V), limiting (2-
2.5 V) and overlimiting (>2.5 V) regimes. Higher reaction overpotential (0-1 V) is observed
probably due to the use of carbon paper electrodes, as well as dibasic buffer solution as electrode
rinsing solution, to suppress metal corrosion and pH changes. While the limiting regime (current
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plateau) is not clearly shown in the current-voltage curve, the transition from Ohmic to
overlimiting regime is clear in the curve (Fig. 4.4a) and in the visualized flow and concentration
profiles (Fig. 4.4b-c), from the slope change in the I-V plot, strong fluctuation of current
response, and the dark circular depletion zone by EC. As described by conventional convection-
diffusion model[2], linear concentration gradients near the membranes are observed in the Ohmic
regime (2.5 V in Fig. 4.4b-c). With such linear concentration changes, only small amount of ions
can be rejected/relocated from the depletion region to the enrichment region. In the overlimiting
regime, however, electroconvective vortices and the flat depletion zone are observed (10 V in Fig.
4.4b-c); a majority of ions are shifted from the depletion zone (dark region on the bottom CEM
in Fig. 4.4c, 1OV) to the enrichment zone (bright region on the top CEM in Fig. 4.4c, 10 V).
To quantify the desalting performance, we trace the conductivity of desalted and brine
flows directly by connecting a flow-through conductivity probe (Microelectrode, Inc, Bedford,
NH) (Fig. 4.5a). Here, we apply the constant current instead of the constant voltage to fix the
amount of ion flux through the CEMs. Then, if all current comes from ion transport through
IEMs ideally, the concentration drop in desalted flow should be matched with the value predicted
by the applied current (i.e. current efficiency should be 1). In addition, the constant current
operation also stabilize the amount of salt removal (i.e. the conductivity drop of desalted flow) of
the system, because the ion flux is constant even the resistance of the system is subject to
instability by vortex fluctuation or bubble generation at the electrodes. As in Fig. 4.5, the
conductivity of desalted flow decreases and the brine flow conductivity increases by the same
amount, as ions (both anions and cations) relocate by ICP. The desalting performance (salt
rejection) improves as higher applied voltage or current; when 200gA (or 38.6 ± 5.6 V) is
applied, 97% of salt ions are removed from 10mM NaCl solution. It is noted that all parameters
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including current, voltage, desalt / brine conductivities, and visualized local concentration (Fig.
4.5c) reach the stable values and profiles. This indicates that the device operation is steady and
stable.
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Figure 4.5 a) Conductivities of desalted and brine flows. Conductivity starts to respond after 100 sec when the
desalted/brine flow reaches the conductivity probe. Although the ICP and desalting happens without time lag, the
saturation of conductivities takes long (400 sec) because of relatively large volume of the conductivity probe (17
pL). b) Voltage-time curves at 20, 60, 100, and 200 pA. Voltage responses show 2.5±0.4, 10.1±1.0, 16.9±1.6, and
38.6±5.6 V at 20, 60, 100, and 200 pA, respectively. c) Local concentration profiles and strong EC on the anodic
side of the lower CEM at 100 pA visualized with 0.78pM Alexa Fluor 488. The thickness of depletion zone (dark
region on the lower CEM) and that of enrichment zone (bright region on the upper CEM) are nearly constant during
the 1000 sec operation, even vortices show quite chaotic behavior under high applied current. 10mM NaCl solution
flows with 10 IiL/min flow rate, and electrodes are rinsed by 10mM dibasic buffer solution with 30pL/min flow rate.
The channel width and length are 2.38 mm and 5 mm, respectively.
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Figure 4.6 a) Fluorescent images and b) Fluorescent intensity curves after flow bifurcation when voltage is applied
or not. Microparticles are loaded only on the lower part of the flow to visualize its movement clearly. At 40 V, the
negative-charged particles move upwards, and the negatively-charged dyes also shifted upwards. As a result, dark
region (low fluorescent intensity) of the desalted flow and bright region (high fluorescent intensity) of the brine flow
are observed. The spikes on the fluorescent intensity curves indicate the existence of the particles. Several particles
visible on the desalted channel side are the ones adsorbed to the wall of the channel, from the previous experimental
runs.
The rejection of charged particles in the depletion zone of ICP has been observed
continuously in previous works [1, 2, 7, 8]. To validate this rejection on the new ICP platform,
we use negatively charged fluorescent dye and particle: Alexa Fluor 488 and 6 pm carboxylate
microspheres (Polyscience, Inc, Warrington, PA). It is noted that bio-agents in nature are
generally negatively charged (e.g. Escherichia coli, Salmonella, and Pseudomonas)[6]. Under
sufficiently high current or voltage, the depletion zone grows enough to cover the desalted
channel outlet at the bifurcated point(Fig. 4.6a). Then, most dyes and particles in the desalted
flow (lower channel in Fig. 4.6a) moves toward the brine flow (upper channel in Fig. 4.6a). This
shift occurs immediately after voltage or current is applied, rendering the desalted channel ion /
dye / particle-free.
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4.3. Characterization of Salt Removal and Energy Consumption
4.3.1. Basic Equations for Quantifying Desalination Performance
To compare ICP and ED quantitatively, we control or trace all parameters in the two
systems, including current or voltage, conductivity, flow rate, device's geometry, etc.. We
compare five performance metrics to compare the desalination performance between ED and
ICP : i) salt removal ratio, ii) energy consumption, iii) energy per ion removal, iv) current
efficiency, and v) membrane (electrode) area efficiency.
First, salt removal ratio is a parameter to indicate the desalting ability of devices. By
measuring the concentration (or conductivity) of sample flows Co and that of the desalted flow
Cdesalted, we can figure out how many salt ions are removed from the desalted flow. Salt removal
ratio can be given by the ratio between concentration drop and the initial ion concentration:
Salt removal ratio = - CO (4.1)
Co
The concentrations can be converted from the measured conductivity - with given molar
conductivities of electrolytes. Here, we use only dilute binary electrolytes (z+= z-= 1), 10mM
KCl, NaCl, and LiCl solutions. Then, the equation for the conversion is
C, [mol / m3 = mM] = 2] S/ (4.2)A+' + Aj S.-M2 /Moll!
where A+,j and A,1 are the molar conductivity of cation and anion. The molar conductivities of
Cl~, K+, Na+, Li+ are 7.63, 7.36, 5.01, and 3.87 [103 Sm 2 moI~'], respectively, which are connected
closely with their diffusivity [9].
To compare different desalination devices, energy consumption has been frequently
measured. In electrochemical desalination systems, energy consumption is evaluated by the
electrical power consumption (multiplication of current I and voltage V) divided by the flow rate
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of desalted water Qdesalted;
IvEnergy consumption = [Wh / L]. (4.3)
Qdesalted
While energy consumption is an important metric determining the economic viability of the
desalination technique, it cannot represent the desalination energy efficiency of the system. We
therefore consider energy consumption to remove a single ion, i.e. energy per ion removal, which
can be obtained by dividing energy consumption by the amount of removed ions and non-
dimensionalizing by thermal energy kBT (=2.479 kJ/mol) [10]:
IV / Qdesale
Energy per ion removal = (4.4)kBT(CO 
- Cdesalted
Energy per ion removal is a parameter representing how efficiently energy is consumed to reject
ions by combining the concept of energy consumption and salt removal ratio. However, it is
noted that salt removal ratio or the value of conductivity drop should be checked together,
because better energy per ion removal does not necessarily represent better desalting
performance (this issue will be discussed in Chapter 4.3.3).
As described on Eq. 2.3 in Chapter 2.4, current efficiency describes the ratio of rejected
ions in desalted flow and ions transferred at the electrodes. The following equation Eq. 4.5 is a
modified one to obtain current efficiency from the concentration differences of initial sample
flow and desalted flow;
current efficiency = zFQdesalted 0 - Cdesalted) (4.5)
NI
Last, area efficiency represents the amount of desalted ions per unit area of the working
membranes or electrodes;
Area efficiency = C0 Cdesalted [MM / M2] (4.6)
A
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where A is the working area of IEMs here. The most significant cost of an electrochemical
desalination system is the membrane cost, therefore higher area efficiency would be
economically favorable. However, there is usually a trade-off between area efficiency and energy
consumption; if one increases area efficiency to enhance salt removal ratio with a limited size
device by applying higher electric potential, energy consumption will increase. If one uses a
larger system for better salt rejection at a fixed voltage or current, area efficiency becomes lower.
4.3.2. Current-Voltage Responses
The three platforms described in Fig. 4.1, ICP with two CEMs (termed as '2CEM') or
AEMs (termed as '2AEM') and ED, are fabricated to compare all three techniques quantitatively.
The height h, width w, and length L of the working channel is 0.2, 2, and 10 mm, respectively.
The area of working IEMs is therefore 2 x 10-6 m2 . Three different electrolytes (10mM KCl,
NaCl, and LiCl) are used to observe the effect of asymmetric molar conductivity (or electrical
mobility) of cation and anion. The flow rate between IEMs is 20pL/min, so the desalted flow
rates Qdesalted are 20pL/min; Although the desalted flow is only 1OpL/min observed in ICP
platforms, there is the other desalted flow on the anodic (cathodic) side of the upper CEM (lower
AEM) (Fig. 4.la-b and Fig. 4.2a). The electrodes are rinsed with the same electrolytes (KCl or
NaCl or LiCl) with 3OiL/min; dibasic buffer solution (previously used for more stable electrode
reaction) is not used in the comparison between different salts, in order to match the ionic species
across the membranes regardless of the salt used.
First of all, we measure current responses on applied voltage from 0 to 10 V to overview
the ICP and ED system characteristics (Fig. 4.7). As can be seen in Fig. 4.7a, the transition from
Ohmic to overlimiting regimes are clearly observed with the slope changes near 2V. Interestingly,
the current-voltage curves for ED and 2CEM are almost identical (solid lines and triangles in Fig.
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4.7a), but the curves for 2AEM are showing higher current than the other two. This result reveals
two major characteristics of the ICP and ED platforms; the current responses are governed by
either i) the (only) conducting ions (cations in 2CEM and anions in 2AEM), or ii) the slower ions
(cations in ED) of the multiple conducting ions. The movement of Cf always governs ICP
platform with two AEMs with KCl, NaCl, and LiCi solutions, since the system has only anion
conductivity. This is corroborated by the observation that three curves for 2AEM are overlapping
with each other, regardless of the cation species used in each experiment. The movement of
cation governs 2CEM and ED (chorine ion has a higher molar conductivity than potassium,
sodium, and lithium ions), and therefore showing difference in current characteristics depending
on the cations used. If we place ions in the order of higher molar conductivity (proportional to
electrophoretic mobility or diffusivity), it is Cl-> K+ > Na* > Li+. Accordingly, in 2CEM and ED,
the current values with K+ are measured to higher than that with Na+ and Li+ under the same bias
conditions.
The firmly confirmed phenomenon by previous linear ICP analysis is that a limiting current
density is linearly proportional to the diffusivity (or molar conductivity) of conducting ions [9,
11-13]. This phenomenon is well reproduced in our experiment (Fig. 4.7b). Here, the limiting
current can be selected at the location where the current-voltage curve is departing from the
Ohmic characteristics [12, 14, 15].
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Figure 4.7 a)current-voltage curves of 2CEM, 2AEM and ED with various salts, 10mM KCl, NaCl, and LiCl. The
current response are measured by ramping the voltage up with 0.2 V steps from 0 to 10 V, with 30 sec delay.
b)limiting current density according to governing ions.
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4.3.3. Desalting Performances
For the comparison of desalting performance of two types of ICP platform (2CEM, 2AEM)
and ED, we record voltage responses (Fig. 4.8a-c and Fig. 4.9a-c), conductivity drop of desalted
flows, and visualized ion concentration / flow profiles with fluorescent dyes during the first
300sec under a constant applied current (Ohmic regime: 5, 10 pA and overlimiting regime: 20,
30, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200 pA) and a given flow rates (20 pL/min) of various aqueous solutions
with 10 mM KCl, NaCl, and LiCl. Based on the given, controlled, and measured parameters, we
also obtain salt removal ratio (Fig. 4.8d-f and Fig. 4.9d-f), energy consumption (Fig. 4.1 Oa-c and
Fig. 4.lla-c), energy per ion removal (Fig. 4.10d-f and Fig. 4.lld-f), current efficiency (Fig.
4.12a-c and Fig. 4.13a-c), and area efficiency (Fig. 4.12a-c and Fig. 4.13a-c) for all data points.
Most parameters have similar values in Ohmic regime (5 and 10 pA) with lower current and
voltage (< 2 V), but there are clear differences in overlimiting regime among 2AEM, 2CEM and
ED. This extensive dataset of three different systems with three different electrolytes reveals
many interesting trends, and elucidates the differences between ICP and ED platforms under the
overlimiting operating currents.
First, the voltage-current responses show the similar tendencies which described in Fig. 4.7
(Fig. 4.8a-c and Fig. 4.9a-c). Correspondingly, the energy consumptions of ED and 2CEM are
matched when the same electrolyte is used (Fig. 4.1 Oa-c). In the case of 2AEM, chlorine ions can
move faster with higher molar conductivity, resulting in lower cell resistance, lower voltage
responses at a given current (Fig. 4.8a-c), and lower energy consumptions (Fig. 4.1 Oa-c) than the
other two systems.
However, salt removal ratio of 2AEM are worse than both 2CEM and ED (Fig. 4.8d-f),
under the same operating current; 2CEM shows larger salt removal ratio than ED (Fig. 4.8d-f),
meaning that 2CEM can move more ions from the desalted flow output under the same amount
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of driving current. It is noted that, with faster cation (K+ > Na+ > Li+), the salt removal ratio for
increases for 2CEM (Fig. 4.9e), and decreases for 2AEM (Fig. 4.9f). In contrast, the salt removal
ratio for ED (Fig. 4.9d) is independent of the cation used. This tendency of the salt removal ratio
at a constant applied current is also shown in the current efficiency (Fig. 4.12a-c and Fig. 4.13a-
c). The current efficiency of 2CEM (2AEM) is always better (worse) than ED, and the trend is
magnified the cation molar conductivity is lower (this phenomenon will be discussed in detail in
the section 4.3.4). Current efficiency in low current regime might be not accurate, for the
measurement error in conductivity can be probably magnified by the small denominator in Eq.
4.5(i.e. current)(grey regimes in Fig. 4.12a-c and Fig. 4.13a-c).
Energy per ion removal represents the combined efficiency of both energy consumption
and salt removal (Fig. 4.1 Od-f and Fig. 4.11 d-f). Energy per ion removal of 2AEM have lowest
values (Fig. 4.1 Od-f), as well as in energy consumption (Fig. 4.1 Oa-c). However, energy per ion
removal of 2CEM becomes better than that of ED (Fig. 4.10d-f). It is because of higher salt
removal ratio of 2CEM and that of ED (Fig. 4.8d-f), even the energy consumption are the same
for 2CEM and ED (Fig 4.1Oa-c). In all three systems, conducting slower ions (Li+) require more
energy than faster ions (K+ and Na*) (Fig. 4.11d-f). Energy per ion removal in overlimiting
regime is typically around ~103 kBT, but it becomes ~1OkBT in Ohmic regime, which is
comparable with state-of-the-art CDI systems[10]. While the operation in Ohmic regime (applied
current < 20ptA) shows better energy efficiency (i.e. energy per ion removal) (Fig. 4.10d-f and
Fig. 4.11d-f), the area efficiency is significantly lower (Fig. 4.12d-f and Fig. 4.13d-f). This
enlightens us about the trade-off in optimization of desalting processes; better energy per ion
removal and worse area efficiency (e.g. CDI or Ohmic ED), or higher salt removal ratio and area
efficiency but worse energy per ion removal (e.g. nonlinear ED or ICP). The former is ideal for
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achieving the maximum energy efficiency, but challenging to deal with large amount of salts
(high salinity feed water). The latter can handle high salinity feed water (due to high salt removal
ratio) and the system size can be minimized, at the cost of higher energy expense per ions
removed.
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Figure 4.8 a-c) Voltage responses when the constant current is applied, and d-f) Salt removal ratio of 2CEM, 2AEM
and ED, according to the electrolytes, KCl, NaCl, and LiCl. Voltage responses are measured during 300 sec
operation at a constant applied current, and conductivity drops of desalted flows are measured at the end of 300 sec
operation after the conductivity value is saturated. Salt removal ratio is calculated with Eq. 4.1-4.2. 2CEM and
2AEM indicate ICP platforms with two CEMs and AEMs, respectively.
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Figure 4.9 a-c) Voltage responses when the constant current is applied, and d-f) Salt removal ratio of two types of
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Figure 4.10 a-c)Energy consumption and d-f) energy per ion removal of 2CEM, 2AEM, and ED, according to the
electrolytes, KCl, NaCl, and LiCl. Two metrics are calculated with Eq. 4.3-4.4.
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KCl, NaCl, and LiCl. Two metrics are calculated with Eq. 4.5-4.6.
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4.3.4. Shift in Salt Removal Ratio and Current Efficiency
As discussed in the previous section, current - voltage responses in ICP and ED platforms
with various salts can be largely expected from the linear and nonlinear ICP model from the
previous chapters (Chapter 3). However, the trend of the salt removal ratio (Fig. 4.8d-f and Fig.
4.9d-f) is exponible for deeper understanding of ion transport in ICP desalination process, along
with energy per ion removal and current efficiency.
Fig. 4.14a shows the discrepancy of salt removal ratio between ICP platforms and ED.
While there is no discrepancy in the Ohmic regime (< 20ptA), the salt removal ratio shifts up
(down) for 2CEM (2AEM), as the molar conductivity of cation is lowered. In fact, current
efficiency can be larger than 1 for 2CEM (as mentioned in previous section, the current
efficiency values in the Ohmic regime is not reliable and should not given too much
consideration, due to inherent measurement errors). One possible explanation for this rather
surprising result is cation-anion interaction (co-location) enabled by strong electric field and EC
generated in the system, which returns the system back to electroneutrality. When an electric
field is applied, conducting ions (cation on CEMs and anion on AEMs) and relocating (non-
conducting) ions (anion on CEMs and cation on AEMs) move towards the opposite directions,
with non-conducting ions eventually blocked by the membrane and forming the enrichment zone
there. At the close vicinity of anodic (cathodic) side of CEMs (AEMs), an extended space charge
layer (ESC) can be developed as a result of carrier mismatch. In the bulk solution, however,
electroneutrality condition will be maintained, and the faster ion drags the slower ion toward the
direction of the faster ion movement (Fig. 4.15). Then, the amount of rejected ions in desalted
flow (or ion depletion zone) increases if the relocating (non-conducting) ion is faster (higher
electrophoretic mobility / molar conductivity) as in 2CEM (Fig. 4.15a). If the conducting ion is
faster, it drags the relocating ions to suppress depletion zone and decreases salt removal ratio as
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in 2AEM (Fig. 4.15b). While this phenomenon could also occur in the ED systems (on each
sides of the membrane), the enhancement and suppression occurs on the different IEMs at the
same time, canceling each other. To check this hypothesis, we draw the discrepancy of current
efficiency between ICP platforms and ED according to the molar conductivity ratio, which is
given by
A, of relocating ionMolar conductivity ratio = . (4.7)
A, of conducting ion
The current efficiency shift of ICP platform from ED shows strong dependency on molar
conductivity ratio, which supports our hypothesis (Fig. 4.14b).
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Figure 4.14 a) Shift of the salt removal ratios and b) shift of current efficiency of two ICP platforms (2CEM, 2AEM)
from that of ED. 2CEM and 2AEM indicate ICP platforms with two CEMs and AEMs, respectively.
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Figure 4.15 Mechanism of current efficiency shift. When molar conductivity ratio>l, e, g. NaCI in 2CEM in Fig.
4.15a, chlorine ions drag '0.2' sodium ions from desalted flow, resulting 20% enhancement of current efficiency
(current is '1'). When molar conductivity ratio <1, e. g. NaCl in 2AEM in Fig. 4.15b, chlorine ion holds '0.2' sodium
ions in desalted flow, resulting 20% decrease of current efficiency(current is '1').
4.3.5. Scaling Law for Salt Removal Ratio
With the scaling law for the height of sheared EC (Eq. 3.1 in Chapter 3.2.2), we easily can
predict the salt removal ratio in overlimiting regime. Because the most ions are rejected or
relocated from the depletion zone (or EC zone) resulting in flat, low ion concentration therein,
the height of EC roughly represents the degree of salt removal occurring in the system. Fig. 4.16
compares the measured salt removal ratio of 2CEM, 2AEM, and ED systems with theoretical
values of electroconvection zone height (dec), based on the scaling from Chapter 3. As one can
see, all data points, obtained with three different platforms (2CEM, 2AEM, and ED) and three
different kinds of electrolytes (NaCl, KCl, and LiCl), collapse into two separate lines (one for
ICP, another for ED). The scaling constant C, which is determined by structural parameters only,
for all cases is 3.93 x 10-. There are two notable points : i) trend is consistent regardless of the
electrolyte species or molar conductivity ratio and ii) steeper slope of ICP platforms than that of
ED. The former can be expected from Eq. 3.1 (Chapter 3.2.2), where the scaling relation is
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independent of the ion molar conductivity (or mobility). About the latter, the resulting salt
removal ratio of ED is well fitted to the slope of 1. Interestingly, however, the slope becomes
higher about 1.4 times for ICP techniques (both for 2AEM and 2CEM cases). This indicates that
the more ions can be removed, at a given set of channel geometry, operating voltage, and flow
velocity values, by ICP platform (either 2AEM or 2CEM) compared with ED. This advantage of
ICP platform from ED is presumably coming from controlling the conducting ions by using only
one type of IEMs. Yet, further theoretical modeling and study would be required to fully
understand and optimize this methodologies.
I
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deiW = C(V 2/UH P)1/ 3
Figure 4.16. Salt removal ratio according to the height of sheared EC. The height is calculated with the scaling law,
Eq. 3.1 described in Chapter 3.2.2.
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4.4 Scale-up Strate2y
Although the volume scale-up is one of the biggest huddles of the various microfluidic
platform for commercialization, the demonstrated technology here can be scaled-up in a
straightforward manner. We can stack the unit system to achieve high flow rates (Fig. 4.17). It is
possible because the new ICP desalination platform here has a symmetrical and reciprocal design,
like ED system. In fact, one can potentially use the existing ED platform and modify it into ICP
desalination system (using CEMs), by simply removing all the AEMs yet keeping all the fluid
routing. Therefore, this will make the technology quite attractive to companies already
manufacturing ED systems at various scales. We expect that the power efficiency of the system
will be slightly better (20~30%) than that of comparable ED, as demonstrated in the previous
section. We also note that the prototype device used in this work has a shallow channel depth of
0.2mm, which can treat up to 20 pL/min (at 10mM salt concentration). Therefore, for example, if
we modify a commercial handheld ED system (25 cell pairs, active membrane area: 64 cm 2,
intermembrane discance: 1 mm, and the total device dimensions 165x150x190mm 3, weight: 3 kg,
ED64004, PCCell GmbH, Germany), we can potentially deal with sample waters up to 192 L per
1 hour.
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Figure 4.17 Schematic diagram of the stacked platform (5 cells) to achieve high flow rates. Green dotted lines
indicate the ion depletion zones to reject ions and bio-agents. Sample flows (black thick arrows) are separated into
fresh desalted/filtered flows (blue arrows) and preconcentrated/brine flows (red arrows) by ICP. Electrode rinsing
solution is circulated between the CEM and electrodes.
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4.5. Outlook and Future Works
In this chapter, we not only develop the robust desalination platform utilizing ICP between
two identical IEMs, but also show that the desalting performance can be better than ED. ICP
desalination with 2CEMs will be better than ED in terms of energy per ion removal, current
efficiency and salt removal ratio. ICP desalination with 2AEMs will be better than ED in terms
of overall energy consumption and energy per ion removal. We also suggest the co-location
mechanism of anion and cation, as the reason for these advantages of ICP system. Although
current efficiency shift is a convincing evidence of this co-location, we need to clarify this
further from future theoretical and numerical studies. Multiscale, multiphysics numerical
simulation model, which was used in Chapter 3, is now being developed to analyze the new ICP
platforms.
Next, the remaining work to be done is expanding practical usages of this technique; for
potential i) desalination of ultra-pure, brackish, and produced water. Essentially one can target ii)
an en bloc, scalable water purifier, that can treat various types of contaminations, ranging from
high concentration brine, heavy metal contaminants, and biomolecules and cells. Although
several purification devices (e.g. LifeStraw by Vestergaard-Frandsen and HTI's (Hydration
Technology Innovations) device using forward osmosis) show prominent performances, there are
still some problems such as desalination performances (inability to handle high concentration
brine), water capacity, and number of use (one time only or few ten days). ICP platform will be
able to overcome these issues, because it can eliminate the majority of desalination targets in a
continuous-flow manner, potentially without prefiltration phase. In addition, ICP platform can
be combined with electrocoagulation or other purification methods to reject non-charged targets
such as hydrocarbons.
Lastly, the co-location mechanism and the different transport speed for ions through
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IEMs[16] may allow us to realize selective ion separation / preconcentration. Moving forward
from just salt rejection or accumulation, we will be able to remove specific toxic ions (e.g.
radioactive ions, heavy metal ions) or to squeeze useful ions (e.g. rare-earth metal ions).
In addition to various practical application of this new technique, further theoretical study
is needed on this method, such as the consideration of overall thermodynamic efficiency (i.e. the
comparison of ideal work (separation energy to generate brine /desalted flows) and actual work
input (electric energy + pumping energy))[17]. If we can quantify the "ideality" of ion transport
by current efficiency, the thermodynamic (second law) efficiency allow us to check undesirable
loss of work input in overall system (i.e. entropy generation). Because there is no phase change
process in electrochemical desalination methods, possible major sources would be undesirable
ion diffusion from brine to desalted flows, Faradic reaction and Joule heating, bubble generation
and corresponding additional electric resistances on electrodes.
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Chapter 5
Application of ICP: Bio-agent Preconcentration3
5.1. Introduction to Microfluidic Bio-agent Preconcentration
Microfluidic devices for molecular detection have been extensively pursued, due to many
well-documented advantages of such systems; rapid analyses, less consumption of samples and
reagents, and potential for massive parallelization and automation[1, 2]. However, efficient
world-to-chip interfacing, sample preparation and concentration of low-abundance analytes
remain as challenges, especially for non-nucleotide targets. To achieve more sensitive detection
for any given sensor platform, various sample preconcentration approaches have been developed,
including isotachophoresis[3-5], electrokinetic trapping[6, 7], membrane filtration[8, 9], and ion
concentration polarization[10-13]. These methods could potentially enhance the sensitivity of
biological assays such as immunoassays[14] and enzyme activity assays[15]. So far, most
existing biomolecule concentration devices operate by collecting or trapping low-abundance
biomolecules within a small volume sample plug. While this mode of concentration is efficient in
increasing the local concentration[ 11], it is often limited in maximum flow rate / sample volume
one can process, and the integration with downstream detection steps is commonly challenging.
One could avoid these problems by carrying out the detection within the plug during the ongoing
concentration process[ 14-18], but different electric / fluidic / pH / other conditions [19] within (or
near) the concentrated plug could render such in situ detection less desirable. Otherwise, cells
could be concentrated by inertia force-based microfluidic device[20, 21], but they are not
suitable for biomolecule concentrator because the size of molecules is too small to expect inertial
3 The published journal paper (R. Kwak, S. J. Kim, and J. Han, Analytical Chemistry 83, 7348 (2011)) was used in
its entirety for Chapter 5, with minor updates and modifications. Among the authors, R. K., S. J. Kim and J. H.
conceived the idea, designed the experiments, and wrote the manuscript. R. K. carried out the experiments and
analyzed the data. J. H. supervised the study.
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effect.
Microfluidic systems with continuous-flow operation are much better suited for such
'generic' sample preparation interface, to overcome many difficulties in microfluidic integration.
For this reason, various continuous-flow biomolecule separators[22-26] have been developed for
sample preparation, which requires seamless integration with downstream biosensors. However,
continuous-flow concentrator for sample preconcentration has not yet been reported. Previously,
the concept of continuous-flow microfluidic demixer was published, by utilizing induced charge
electrokinetics in structured electrode arrays, but the concentration factor was limited (up to 2
fold)[27].
In this chapter, we have developed a continuous-flow concentrator for both biomolecules /
cells, based on the nonlinear ICP initiated within a microfluidic channel coupled with a CEM.
Any charged molecules can be accumulated at ion depletion boundary with appropriate
tangential force field, either by an electric field or hydrodynamic pressure[28]. This system has
been previously employed for enhancing immunoassays[14, 29, 30] and enzyme activity
assays[ 15, 31]. Recently, we demonstrated that the ion depletion boundary could be controlled by
changing applied electric field and hydrodynamic pressure field along the microchannel so that
any charged species could flow along a specific portion of microchannel in longitudinal
direction[19], which was later used to desalinate / disinfect seawater in a microfluidic device[32].
Here, we demonstrate a continuous concentration of sample analyte by controlling the position of
the concentrated plug and depletion zone within a microchannel. The concentration factors up to
100 fold are achievable with biomolecules (fluorescein sodium salt, FITC-lectin (positively and
negatively charged), rGFP) and cells (RBCs, and E. coli). The sample flow rate is reasonably
high (~few pL/min) without significant limitation in downstream integration.
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5.2. Microfluidic Continuous-flow Preconcentrator by ICP
5.2.1. Device Concept and Design
The ion selective material we used is Nafion, which has strong cation selectivity due to
many sulfonate groups decorating hydrophobic, teflon-like polymer backbone, forming a
nanometer size ion selective current pathway within the material[33]. Once voltage is applied
across this cation selective membrane, ICP is triggered near the membrane. Under a static DC
voltage / current bias across the membrane, ion depletion zone typically expands continuously in
the microfluidic channels, eventually leading to non-steady concentration / flow profile in the
system[34, 35]. However, it was shown that, by combining additional forced flow (either caused
by tangential electric field or pressure gradient) with ion depletion zone formed by ICP, one can
limit and control the boundary of the ion depletion zone[19, 32]. At lower flow rates, one can
achieve a situation where the depletion zone is 'blocking' the entire microchannel, leading to
accumulation of charged species at the boundary (stationary batch-type biomolecule
concentrator). At higher flow rates, however, one can reach a condition where this boundary is
partially 'burst', leading to a steady state establishment of depletion zone and flow-dominated
zone co-existing[19]. This process will essentially create two parallel stream (desalted and
concentrated streams) within the microfluidic channel, which was later utilized for continuous
seawater desalination[32]. It came to our attention that, in the same system, the concentrated
stream can also be viewed as a continuous-flow concentration system, which is the subject of this
new application.
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Figure 5.1 a)Schematic diagram of continuous-flow concentrator (lower) and optical image of the device (upper).
On application of electric field (V+) and pressure field (AP), ICP zone was developed based on force balance
between depletion force and hydrodynamic force. In the schematic figure, each arrow indicate the direction of
hydrodynamic force (white), depletion force (red), and net force (yellow) acting on charged ions or particles.
Depletion force indicates force acting on charged species as a result of ICP (ion depletion), which is electrostatic in
nature. In the concentrator, ICP boundary was generated along Nafion with a specific distance, and charged species
were accumulated on this boundary. Voltage (0-150V) was applied from inlet of the main channel to the buffer
channel across Nafion junction. Flow rate (0-5 pL/min) was set by syringe pump. L, and w, indicate a length and a
width of concentrated flow channel, and L2 and w2 indicate a length and a width of filtered flow channel. R, and R 2indicate hydrodynamic resistances of concentrated flow and filtered flow, respectively. For experiments, the devices
were fabricated with various width ratios w'= (w, + w2)/w, (w'= 10, 20, 50, 100), and length ratios l'= L 1/L2 (l'= 0.3,0.7, 2). b) Qualitative concentration profiles of salt ions Csal and bio-agents Cbio-agents across A to A' in Fig 5.1 a with
the location of the depletion zone and electroconvective vortex, initiated by nonlinear ICP.
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To realize continuous-flow preconcentrator, Nafion (cation exchange material) line was
patterned with an angle to the main channel, as shown in Fig. 5.la. Application of an electric
field (V+) with Poiseuille flow (AP) would generate a controlled depletion zone near the Nafion
pattern, which was used to block the stream of charged biomolecules and cells, and create
concentrated plug in the sample fluid. These concentrated charged species were guided (by the
external flow) into a narrower concentrated channel continuously, achieving a continuous flow of
the same sample solution but with higher concentration. It is important to control the position of
the concentrated plug and ion depletion zone stably in this system. The schematics of the device
is similar to the desalination microfluidic system reported previously[32], with two modifications.
Firstly, outlets of concentrated channel and filtered channel were electrically floated. Although
an electrical voltage has been applied to one inlet and two outlets previously[32], current flows
through outlets were unnecessary in this work. Secondly, Nafion was patterned in a straight line
parallel to concentrated channel. Then, we were able to obtain straight ICP boundary along the
Nafion pattern was generated instead of curved ICP boundary. This facilitated us to predict the
shape and the position of ICP boundary and concentrated plug.
With the ideal case assumption that no charged molecules can overcome the energy barrier
of depletion zone boundary, the concentration of charged molecules in the lower filtered channel
would be zero. Actual electrolyte (i.e. majority carrier) concentration inside the depletion zone
was non-zero, but minority carrier (biomolecules and cells in this study) was completely rejected
by ICP so that zero concentration assumption inside depletion zone is valid[32]. Then, the
concentration factor of the concentrated flow can be expressed by evaluating the ratio of flow
rates of two (concentrated flow and sample flow) channels. In the case of rectangular channel
with length L, width w, and height h, hydrodynamic resistant Rh and flow rate Q are as the
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following[36].
12L h 192 1 nirwiRh)=-- 31 2 -J; n tanh , (5.1)
w h r n=1,3, n52
AP
h, -(5.2)
Rh
Here, p is viscosity of the solution. Flow rate Q in a channel is proportional to the applied
pressure drop AP and for the index i represents different channels, i =1 for concentrated channel
and 2 for filtered channel. Eq. 5.1 could be linearized when a channel aspect ratio is much larger
than 1 as Rhi=2pLi/wih3. However, the additional viscous drag causes fluid retardation near the
edges become considerable with the aspect ratio around 1, yielding the nonlinear equation Eq.
5.1[37]. By using Eq. 5.1 and 5.2, concentration factor r of the concentrated flow can be
expressed as
1 R,r =1+ (5.3)
Q1 +Q2 R2
We assume there is no other factor to generate additional resistance such as surface
roughness, diffusion potentials, turbulences, etc.. In Eq. 5.1 and 5.2, AP, u, and h are of constant
value. Therefore, the concentration factor can be adjusted by modifying the two channel's length
L and width w. In a uniform height of the system, flow rate is approximately proportional to the
width of the channel, and inversely proportional to the length of the channel.
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5.2.2. Device Fabrication, Operation, and Materials
The systems under the study were composed of two parallel microchannels connected by
Nafion, which has high ion selectivity due to cluster network of sulfonate groups (Fig. 5.1a). We
fabricated PDMS microfluidic chips with this ion selective material using previously published
methods[38]. Nafion was patterned with PDMS line mold (width: 100 jIm, height: 50 Im) on a
clean glass substrate. Nafion@ perfluorinated ion exchange resin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
with 20 wt% solution was used. The Nafion-patterned glass substrate was then bonded with
PDMS microchannel by means of plasma treatment. For most of test specimens (for
preconcentration test of fluorescein sodium salt, rGFP, RBCs and E coli), the main channel and
buffer channel had dimensions of 200, 400, 1000, 2000 pim for width, 15 im for height, and 1cm
for inlet length (from inlet to bifurcated point). The width of concentrated channel has been fixed
at 20 jim, so that the width ratios of concentrated channel to filtered channel are 1:10, 1:20, 1:50
and 1:100. For FITC-lectin test, in addition, the devices which had dimensions of 10 pm for
width of concentrated channel, 15 pm for height also used to control the velocity of concentrated
flow. The main channel had dimensions of 200 and 500 jim for width. The length of the
concentrated channel and filtered channel were controlled by the location of the outlet reservoirs,
ranging from 5 mm to 10 mm. PDMS molds for Nafion nanojunction patterning and the
concentration microchannels were fabricated by standard photolithography[39].
The hydrodynamic pressure was generated by a syringe pump (Harvard apparatus, PHD
2200). All the experiments were imaged using an inverted epifluorescence microscope (Olympus,
IX-71) with a thermoelectrically cooled CCD camera (Hamamatsu Co., Japan). Sequences of
images were analyzed by Image Pro Plus 5.0 (Media Cybernetics). The DC voltage across ion
selective membrane was applied with Keithley 236 current-voltage source measurement unit
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(Keithley Instruments, Inc.) and high voltage DC power supplier (Stanford Research Systems,
Inc., model P350) with Ag/AgCl wires (A-M Systems, Inc.). Operational voltage and pressure
values were chosen between 0-150 V and 0-5 piL/min, respectively, which were adjusted to
balance the depletion force (by applied voltage) and hydrodynamic force (by flow rate). The
channel and interface of Nafion and PDMS would break down if the applied voltage (or electric
field) is too high. In addition, we observed stronger instability under higher voltage bias.
Therefore, we set the maximum voltage as 150V (150V/cm) which is ~1000 times less than the
junction gap breakdown voltage of PDMS substrate (-25V/pm) [40]. With this applied voltage
level between 0-150V, we optimized the experimental parameters that could provide the
maximum flow rate (up to -5 pL/min flow) and the maximum concentration factor with various
width ratios w'=(wi+w2)/wl (= 10, 20, 50, 100), and length ratios l'=L1 /L 2 (= 0.3, 0.7, 2).
To demonstrate the continuous-flow concentrator, 3 pM fluorescein sodium salt (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 3 pM Green fluorescence protein (GFP) (rGFP, BD bioscience, Palo
Alto, CA) were prepared in the main buffer solution, 1mM phosphate (dibasic sodium phosphate)
at pH=8.7. We also prepared three different concentrations of phosphate, 1mM, 10mM, and
100mM to measure the concentration factors with various ionic strength conditions. 5 pg/mL
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) conjugated lectin from Lens culinaris (lentil) (FITC-lectin)
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was used to show the effect of different surface charge polarities
of target sample. Under 1mM phosphate (dibasic sodium phosphate) at pH=8.7 and 1mM
phosphate at pH=7.4, FITC-lectin (MW ~49 kDa, isoelectric point (pI (characteristic pH value at
which proteins exhibit zero net charge) -8.0-8.8) has different surface charge polarities. Average
zeta potentials (electric motilities) of FITC-lectin were -18.8 mV (-1.464 x 10-8 m2/V-s) at pH
8.7 and 3.35 mV (0.263 x 10-8 m2/V-s) at pH 7.4 respectively (measured by Zetasizer nano ZS,
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Malvern). In experiments, 0.1 % Bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)
was added into 1mM phosphate at pH 7.4 for preventing non-specific binding. Human whole
blood with red blood cells (RBCs) (Hoechst, 2000x dilution, Innovative Research) and E. coli
ER2738 (New England BioLabs Inc.) were used to show the potential of the application for
various biosamples. Human whole blood was diluted 200-500 times again using Ix phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, ~150mM) solution. 0.2% Pluronic@ F108 (BASF, Cumberland, RI) was
added to reduce osmosis hemolysis, non-specific binding and aggregation. White blood cells
(WBCs) and other blood cells were not removed from the whole blood, because the density of
WBCs is much lower than the density of RBCs, and their presence did not affect the
concentration behavior. 3ptM Cell Tracker Orange CMRA (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was
added for tracking RBCs. A single colony of E. coli ER2738 was cultured in LB-Tet medium
(LB medium 50mL + tetracycline (Tet) 50 pL) at 37'C in 24 hours. LB-Tet medium contains
lOg/L NaCl (~171mM). Mixture of RBCs and E. coli ER2738 was prepared by mixing RBCs in
lxPBS and E. coli ER2738 in LB-Tet medium with 1:10 volume ratio (~168mM). Average zeta
potentials of red blood cells and E. coli were -13.3 mV and -15.5 mV under the experimental
conditions (measured by Zetasizer nano ZS, Malvern). Since PDMS and both microorganisms
have the same polarity, they are electrostatically not favorable to bind together. Non-specific
binding of E. coli cells to PDMS surfaces was not severe to interfere with the experiment, even
after preconcentration step in this device.
A highly concentrated plug of fluorescent molecules often saturated the CCD array, which
will lead to errors in quantification. The exposure time and contrast was controlled to map
concentrated peak intensities between 10 nM and 100 nM fluorescein sodium salt and rGFP.
Then, we measured the fluorescence intensities of the samples with known concentrations (0.03
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pM, 0.3 pM 3 pM, 30 pM, 0.3 nM, 3 nM, 30 nM) and used them as internal references for
calculating the concentration of fluorescein sodium salt and rGFP. Similarly, the fluorescence
intensities of FITC-lectin with 0.5, 5, 50, 100, 500 pig/mL were measured and used as internal
references. For evaluating the concentration of RBCs and E. coli, we used two methods. Firstly,
the density of the cells of sample flow and filtered flow were measured by using disposable
hemocytometer (SKC Inc, Covington, GA). The hemocytometer is a device designed for
counting cells or particles. However, we could not use this device to measure the cell density of
concentrated flow due to low output flow rate (In the case of Fig. 5.7, flow rate of concentrated
flow was about 0.05 pL/min). Then, we were not able to obtain enough volume (10 pL) to use
the hemocytometer in short time period. Therefore, secondly, image analysis was done to
measure the density of cells in the concentrated flow. With phase contrast images (Fig. 5.7 and
Fig. 5.8), cells were distinguished from background by the difference of their brightness so that
one can count the number of cells within defined volume by ImageJ program.
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5.3. Continuous Preconcentration Demonstration
5.3.1. Negatively Charged Analyte
Fig. 5.2 shows representative result of the continuous-flow preconcentrator. The device has
the width ratio w'= 50 and the length ratio l'= 0.7 (wi= 20 pm, w2= 980 pm, L1= 6 mm, L2= 9
mm). With this geometry, the concentration along the concentrated flow (blue line) would be
enhanced by 50 fold in non-leaking operation (theoretical concentration factor given by Eq. 5.1-5.3
was 62). With the application of 80 V applied voltage and 5 pL/min flow rate, concentrated plug
was generated on the front of slanted line-patterned Nafion, and concentrated sample flew along
the concentrated channel successfully. Although fluorescence intensity of flow in the
concentrated channel was the same with the sample flow (-300 A.U.) with no applied voltage,
the intensity increased by 50 fold compared to the sample flow with 80 V applied voltage. In
contrast, fluorescence intensity of the filtered flow in the main channel was dropped (-260 A.U.)
right after Nafion (Fig. 5.2a-b). This fluorescence intensity level is below the noise level
compared to background signal, which means the concentration of fluorescein sodium salt was
very low, if any. As shown in the Fig. 5.2c, concentrated flow, filtered flow, and concentrated
plug and the boundary of ion depletion zone were stably maintained across a Imm wide channel.
The device was operated for more than 30 min without compromising the ICP boundary.
We could observe the concentrated plug and measure its peak in the fluorescence intensity
(Fig. 5.2b, from 50 to 150 pixels), indicating 200 fold concentration enhancement. While this
value is lower than the concentration factor of previously reported batch-type
preconcentrator[ 11], steady state concentrated flow of target molecules achieved in this system
would be much more amenable to downstream sensor integration. Even though batch-type
concentrator can achieve very high local concentration within the plug during the
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preconcentration process, it is difficult to maintain such highly concentrated sample plug as soon
as the preconcentration process is stopped or to deliver toward downstream integration, due to
diffusive dispersion. This system does not suffer from this issue, and the concentration factor
achieved could be maintained in the downstream channel or reservoir.
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Figure 5.2 62 fold continuous-flow concentrator (w1= 20 gm, w2= 980 gm, L 1= 0.6 mm, L2= 0.9 mm, and rhoeica4-
62) with the 30 degree inclined angle of Naflon junction. Flow rate and applied voltage were 5 pL/min and 80V,
respectively. a) The comparison images of the concentrator when voltage was applied (lower) and when it was
released (upper) and b) fluorescence intensity curve. Generation of concentrated flow (blue line (B)), concentrated
plug (the peak of the red line (C)), filtered flow (decreased florescence intensity of red line (C) than inlet sample
flow), and sample flow (green line (A)) are well defined. Fluorescence intensity of concentrated flow was jumped
from 300 to 800 (corresponding 3 pM and 150 pM, respectively), which indicate 50 fold jumping of the
concentration of fluorescein sodium salt. Wide peak from 200 to 300 pixels was due to the auto-fluorescence of the
patterned Nafion. c) Integrated image of the concentrator from bifurcated point to the outlet of the channel. Yellow
dotted lines indicate the geometry of the channel. ImM dibasic phosphate buffer solution (pH 8.7) and 3 pM
fluorescein sodium salt for tracking ions were used.
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Figure 5.3 Fluorescein sodium salt, rGFP, RBCs, and E. coli test results with various width ratios w'= (w, + w2)/wi
(w'= 10, 20, 50, 100), and length ratios l'= L 1/L2 (l'= 0.3, 0.7, 2) with the 30 degree inclined angle of concentrated
channel and Nafion. Theoretical concentration factor was calculated by Eq. 5.3, and real concentration factor was
measured by comparing fluorescence intensity of target samples. Flow rate was fixed as 2 pL/min and applied
voltage was adjusted to generate the stable continuous concentrated flow between 0~150 V. The change of instability
condition was also tested with ImM, 10mM, 100mM dibasic phosphate buffer solutions for fluorescein sodium salt.
To characterize device performance and limitation, various continuous-flow concentrator
(with different concentration factors) were fabricated and tested under different buffer ionic
strength (1, 10, 100mM dibasic phosphate buffer solution) in comparison with theoretical
concentration factors from Eq. 5.3 (Fig. 5.3). The basic conditions for experiments was 3 pM
fluorescein sodium salt, the width of the concentrated channel wl= 20 gm, the height of the
device h= 15 pm, and the sample flow rate 2 pL/min. Under these experimental parameters, the
concentration factors for the device were designed with various width ratios w '= (wI+w2)/wI
(w'= 10, 20, 50, 100), and length ratios l'= L 1/L 2 (l'= 0.3, 0.7, 2). At the main channel, overall
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input flow rate was regulated by the syringe pump, which was divided into concentrated and
filtered channel. Each flow rates at the filtered and concentrated channel were adjusted by their
ratio of the widths and ratio of the lengths, inducing different concentration factor. As shown in
the Fig. 5.3, experimental concentration factors were proportional to the length ratio and the
width ratio as we expected. However, this observed concentration factors were always lower
than theoretical concentration factors given by Eq. 5.3. rGFP, E. coli and RBCs concentration
also tested with w'= (w1+w2)/w1 (w'= 10, 20, 30, 50) and length ratios l'= L 1/L2 (l'= 0.7),
resulting similar tendency.
These differences could presumably be caused by two following reasons; i) the loss of
charged species, which either leak thorough the ion depletion zone or non-specifically bind to the
wall, ii) the change of flow rate ratio of filtered/concentrated channel by ICP. The former should
be a minor factor, since the measured leakage rate of molecules and cells under microscopic
observation were negligible in our experiment. Also, no significant non-specific binding on the
wall and Nafion were observed (Fig. 5.2). Therefore, leakage and non-specific binding alone
could not explain large discrepancies in the experiments using high width and length ratios (e.g.
'=2 and w'=50). Instead, additional hydrodynamic resistance by ICP may explain the large
discrepancies. According to the experimental observation of polystyrene (PS) bead test and the
previous experiment[ 19], the fluid velocity of concentrated flow was boosted adjacent to the ion
depletion zone (Fig. 5.4). In addition, the fluid velocity of filtered flow was slightly reduced.
This change of the fluid velocities was able to decrease flow rate ratio (from total flow rate
divide by concentrated flow rate), resulting a drop in the concentration factor. The adjustment of
fluid velocities of two channels is due to fast fluid vortices near IEMs[34, 41], which were
routinely observed in this system. As described in Chapter 3, counter-rotating vortices pairs can
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have asymmetric sizes (smaller vortex and larger vortex existed in series) with an external
pressure field, while they have the same size of rotation with symmetric conditions (Fig. 3.2). In
such case, the larger vortices would be dominant and can induce higher flow speed in the
concentrated stream (Fig. 5.4). It is noted that the (apparent) loss of concentration factor in the
experiment is not a real loss of target molecules. Rather, it is due to the underestimation of flow
rate in the concentrated stream, caused by ignoring additional convection which is the essential
part of electroconvection by ICP.
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Figure 5.4 PS bead motion of 10 folds continuous concentrator with applied voltage of a) OV and b) lOOV. c)
maginified snapshot near Nafion nanojunction with schematic PS bead and fluid motions. Fluid flow was visualized
with 0.001% 1pm polystyrene (PS) bead (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) (Fig. 5.4a-b) and 0.01% 0.25 pm PS bead
(Duke scientific, Palo Alto, CA) (Fig. 5.4c) in 1mM dibasic phosphate buffer solution. Exposure time of
fluorescence signal was 100 ms for single shot. 12 fold continuous-flow concentrator (w'=10, l'=0.7) was used.
When electric field was applied for generating ICP, sample flow velocity was maintained as 200 pm/s (20
pixels/lOOms, 20 pixels indicate 20 pm). However, concentrated flow velocity was jumped from 130 jum/s (Fig. 5.4a)
to 230 pm/s (Fig. 5.4b). Based on this observation, the flow rate ratios of total flow to concentrated flow, i.e.
concentration factor r, were dropped from 15 fold (20/13 x w') to 9 fold (20/23 x w'). Concentrated flow could be
boosted because the thin layer of vortices group could enhance the fluid velocity on Nafion. With applied voltage
(100 V) across Nafion, lots of small vortices were generated as shown in Fig. 5.4c, inducing wavy motion of PS
bead and fluid as well near Nafion.
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Figure 5.5 Destabilization of ICP boundary of the 125 fold continuous-flow concentrator (w'=100, l'=0.7). Total
width of the main channel was 2 mm, flow rate was 2 pL/min. 1mM dibasic phosphate buffer was used. When we
applied voltage 110 V, strong fluctuation of concentrated plug was occurred, mainly due to high concentration
gradient at the interface between ICP zone and buffer fluid. In this case, the frequency of concentrated plug
fluctuation is 0.25 Hz.
Critical limitation to achieve higher concentration factor in this system was the
destabilization of the ICP boundary (Gray regime in Fig. 5.3). The magnitude of fluctuation
increased with an electric field and a concentration gradient across the concentrated plug (Fig.
5.5). Small and steady fluctuation of ICP boundary was acceptable to the operation of this system
because it did not disrupt the continuous concentration process. However, for higher
concentration factor, the ICP boundary fluctuation worsened and the system could not maintain
continuous concentrated flow anymore. The fluctuations tend to occur more frequently when
ionic strength of buffer solution become higher. It is because higher electric field is needed for
generating ICP boundary with high molar concentrations. As a result, instability regime
expanded in higher ionic strength conditions, designated as the light gray regime in the Fig. 5.3.
5.3.2. Positively Charged Analyte
Next, continuous-flow concentrations of target samples with different polarities were tested.
Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) conjugated lectin from Lens culinaris (lentil) (FITC-lectin)
was used. FITC-lectin (pI-8.0-8.8) has negatively charged surface under pH 8.5 and positively
charged surface under pH 7.4. Fig. 5.6 shows FITC-lectin concentration test results with 3
different concentration factors; 12 fold (w'= 10, l' 0.7, w1=20 pim), 46 fold (w'= 20, l'= 0.7,
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w1=10 gm) and 130 fold (w'= 50, l'= 0.7, w1=10 pm). Other conditions were fixed as 15 gm
height, 1 pL/min sample flow rate and ImM phosphate buffer. Applied voltage was adjusted
from 0 to 150 V. Concentrated flow velocity v, was newly defined as the theoretically expected
fluid velocity of concentrated flow under the intention for showing the effect of non-specific
binding (slow velocity gives higher chance to occur non-specific binding). It was calculated by
following equations.
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Figure 5.6 FITC-lectin concentration test results with 3 different theoretical concentration factors/concentrated flow
velocities; 12 fold (w'= 10, l'= 0.7, w1=20 pm), 46 fold (w'= 20, l'= 0.7, w1=10 pm), 130 fold (w'= 50, l'= 0.7,
w=10 pim). Inset images show fluorescence image of the operation of the concentrator with i) 130 fold at pH 8.5, ii)
130 fold at pH 7.4, iii) 12 fold at pH 8.5, iv) 12 fold at pH 7.4. Scale bar indicate 500 pm for all inset images. Loss
of the concentration factor was larger when designed concentration factor became higher due to the underestimation
of concentrated flow rate by electroconvection. In addition, additional loss of concentration factor in positively
charged FITC-lectin (pH 7.4) compared to negatively charged FITC-lectin (pH 8.5) also became larger when
reduced concentrated flow velocity due to non-specific, electrostatic binding.
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As shown in the Fig. 5.6, experimental concentration factors for FITC-lectin were also
always lower than theoretical concentration factor due to additional fluidic resistance by ICP. In
addition, the measured concentration factors of positively charged FITC-lectin (pH 7.4) were
lower than that of negatively charged FITC-lectin (pH 8.5). This additional drop of the
concentration factor was due to non-specific electrostatic binding to the wall and Nafion. While
0.1 % BSA was added to prevent non-specific binding, the electrostatic binding would be
significant at low flow rate because positively charge FITC-lectin had more chance to detect, and
stuck to negatively charged wall and Nafion. Consequently, there was obvious no significant
drop with relatively fast flow (12 fold case), but large discrepancies were presented at slow flow
(130 fold case) (Fig. 5.6).
5.3.3. Cells
For the demonstration of cell concentration, human red blood cells (RBCs) was tested with
20 fold concentrator (w'=10, /'= 1.2) with high flow rate (5 pL/min) and Ix PBS (-150 mM)
solution with 0.2% Pluronic@ F108 (Fig. 5.7). Comparison images of two outlets show the
contrast of the densities of RBCs between the outlet of the concentrated flow (Fig. 5.7b) and the
outlet of the filtered flow (Fig. 5.7c) obviously. The density of RBCs was jumped from 1.9x106
cells/ml in the sample flow to 3.7x 107 cells/ml in the concentrated flow, indicating 19 fold
increments. This value was almost the same with theoretical concentration factor, 20 fold.
Representing motions of blood cells were blocked and collected in the concentrated plug near
Nafion, climbed Nafion to the bifurcated point, and flew through the concentrated channel.
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Figure 5.7 20 fold continuous-flow concentrator for RBCs (w'=10, l'= 1.2). a) The operating images of the
concentrator with voltage (90 V) and flow rate (5 pL/min). Comparison images of b) the outlet of concentrated flow
and c) the outlet of filtered flow. The density of RBCs increased from 1.9x106 cells/mi to 3.7x 107 cells/ml,
indicating 19 fold. Red dotted line indicated the patterned Nafion.
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Figure 5.8: 20 fold continuous-flow concentrator for RBCs and E. coli (w'=10, l'= 1.2). a) The operating images of
the concentrator with voltage (14 V) and flow rate (0.lpL/min) and magnified image of the sample flow.
Comparison images and magnified images of b) the outlet of concentrated flow and c) the outlet of filtered flow. The
density of RBCs increased from 7.3xl05 cells/ml to l.4x107 cells/ml and the density of E. coli jumped from 3.2x 107
cells/ml to 6.5x 108 cells/ml, indicating 19 fold and 20 fold, respectively. Red dotted line indicates the patterned
Nafion.
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Concentration of the mixture of various biomolecules (RBCs and E. coli) also tested with
the mixed buffer solution of Ix PBS and LB-Tet medium (171mM). The continuous concentrated
flow of RBCs and E. coli was developed successfully as shown in Fig. 5.8. In the Comparison
images of two outlets show the contrast of the densities of RBCs and E. coli between the outlet
of the concentrated flow (Fig. 5.8b) and the outlet of the filtered flow (Fig. 5.8c) obviously. The
density of RBCs was jumped from 7.3 x105 cells/ml to 1.4x107 cells/ml and the density of E. coli
was jumped from 3.2x107 cells/ml to 6.5x 108 cells/ml, indicating 19 fold and 20 fold
respectively. This value was also almost the same with concentration factor, 20 fold. With above
two tests, leakage rate to the filtered flow was also calculated by live imaging of the
concentration operation, resulting 0 % during 120 sec operation.
In addition, RBCs / E. coli concentration tests were performed with 12 and 24 fold
concentrator (w'=10, 20 and '= 0.7) (Fig. 5.3). The concentration factors for RBCs and E. coli
were almost the same as the factors for fluorescein sodium salt and rGFP. That is, when the
geometry of the device is fixed, we can obtain the same concentration factor for any targets. It is
because the concentration factor is only governed by flow rate ratio of concentrated channel and
filtered channel. Such a uniform concentration over many different targets would be a useful
feature as a generic preconcentration interface.
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5.4. Outlook and Future Works
Our next target is developing ultra-high-throughput preconcentrator, especially for water
monitoring application. While preconcentration/enrichment process is valuable in analytical
chemistry to detect low abundance targets, detection of detrimental toxins and bacteria in
recreational and drinkable waters is still challenging and without satisfactory solutions. The
preconcentration requirement for waterborne bacterial sensing is quite daunting , i.e. less than 1
cells in 1 mL of sample water [42]. There are various methods to concentrate targets, ranging
from centrifugation(in laboratory scale) to electrokinetic trapping (in microscale), but these
methods have critical limitations. In the case of current, laboratory scale preconcentrators (e.g.
centrifugation and evaporation), they need relatively long operation time (few hours to days),
and samples are often lost. In contrast, preconcentration process built in microfluidic systems
(e.g. electrokinetic trapping and isotachophoresis) are faster, yet has impractically low sample
volume throughput (pL-4pL per 1 hour). The preconcentration technology described here can
potentially process large volume of original sample volume (1mL~AL), preconcentrating targets
in a reasonable timeframe (~A hour) into a small volume for high-sensitivity biochemical and
molecular assays.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Ion concentration polarization (ICP) is a ubiquitous phenomenon in electrochemistry and
membrane science. Conventionally, research interests were focused at analyzing the effects of
concentration overpotential induced by ICP and reducing this undesirable additional resistance in
electrochemical devices. Recent studies on ICP, however, have been expanded into diverse topics
such as its nonlinearity (i.e. overlimiting conductance(OLC)), as well as ICP in nanofluidic
systems. While nonlinear ICP and its application becomes one of the most intriguing issues in the
field of physicochemical hydrodynamics, the lack of quantitative understanding on nonlinear ICP
restricts the ongoing and future engineering of new and existing electrochemical systems that are
affected by this intriguing and complicated phenomenon. To overcome this barrier, we explore
the fundamentals of ICP by microscopic visualization, and investigate the potential use of new
ICP-driven devices for electrochemical desalination, and microfluidic preconcentrator.
In Chapter 2, we demonstrate the microscale electrodialysis (ED) system and visualize
fluid flows and salt concentration profiles directly by utilizing microfludic experimental
materials and methods. PDMS's transparency, its microscale channel, and R6G fluorescence dyes
allow us to observe what happens inside an ED system in real-time. Depending on the operating
current regimes, Ohmic, limiting, and overlimiting, dynamics of ED (fluid dynamics, ion
transport, and salt concentration profiles) are significantly affected. In the Ohmic regime, linear
diffusion induces the linear diffusion boundary layer and stable fluid flows. In the limiting and
overlimiting regime, stable and unstable vortices and depletion zone appear from ion exchange
membranes (IEM) by electroconvection. The size of the vortices and the thickness of the
boundary layer and depletion zone increase at high voltage (or current), whereas the linear-
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concentration diffusion layer (outside of the depletion zone) shrinks. It is noticed that the vortex
structure under non-zero fluid flow is visualized in this paper for the first time. Lastly, we
observe that the optimized operating condition is located above the Ohmic regime.
In Chapter 3, our experiments in the micro ED platform and modeling results reveal
significant insights regarding the physics of ICP. Contrary to recent hypothesis [1], it firmly
establishes that electroconvective vortices do occur in realistic systems, largely determining the
boundary layer and ion transport efficiency. The flow and concentration patterns observed in this
work are not compatible with any other proposed mechanisms of OLC [1-3] except
electroconvection [4]. We validate this by re-producing the observed experimental behaviors
with ab initio, multiscale numerical modeling of the system. In addition, we reveal the new
scaling law that governs the thickness of electroconvective vortex under shear flow. This new
relation is a clear departure from the previous characterization [5-8], and therefore has significant
implications in optimizing many electrochemical systems.
In Chapter 4, we demonstrate a robust, scalable desalination / purification platform
utilizing ICP. In a different device architecture from our earlier work[9], ICP is initiated between
two juxtaposed identical IEMs by relocation of non-conducting co-ions (cation between two
AEMs or anions between two CEMs). There are two critical advances from the previous
microfluidic ICP desalination devices[9-11]. First, the two IEMs are shielding the possible
byproducts of Faradic electrode reactions, which could be toxic. As a result, we can remove most
salt ion (>97%) and particles in model brackish water (10mM NaCl) steadily and stably.
Secondly, the ED-like parallel and reciprocal platform allows us to stack the unit device,
realizing scaled-up system with realistic water processing rates. It is noted that we can treat 20
L/min sample waters with very small channel area (0.4 mm2 ), so the scale-up ICP platform will
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have a smaller size than other desalination platforms.
In addition, we show that ICP platform is more efficient than ED by quantifying desalting
performances of both ICP and ED platforms, especially in overlimiting regime (>2V). We
evaluate the performance of this new ICP desalination method from various quantitative metrics,
such as salt removal ratio, energy consumption, energy per ion removal, current efficiency, and
area efficiency over a wide range of applied current (5-200pA). ICP system with two CEMs
(2CEM) shows better salt removal ratio, energy per ion removal, current efficiency, and area
efficiency than that of ED. Although the ICP system with two AEMs (2AEM) has worse salt
removal ratio and current efficiency, it shows much better energy consumption and energy per
ion removal than ED system. By testing various electrolytes(lOmM KCl, NaCl, and LiCl), we
found that these tendencies become more significant as we use slower cation, probably because
of the co-location of cation and anion enabled by strong electric field in overlimiting regime; the
faster ion drags the slower ion toward the direction of the faster ion movement.
In Chapter 5, we have demonstrated the continuous-flow concentrator based on the ion
concentration polarization (ICP) phenomenon, allowing one to process bio-samples at reasonable
sample flow rate (-a few pL/min) successfully. Various geometries of the device, the width ratio
w' and the length ratio V', were tested to control the concentration factor from I to 200 with
diverse samples under different molar concentrations and pH (opposite surface charge polarities)
of the buffer solutions. As the first continuous-flow concentration system, applied to both
biomolecules and cells manner, this work is a meaningful contribution even if the maximum
concentration factor is lower than that of previously reported preconcentrator (106 fold) [12-16].
This system's concentration factor was uniform for various targets, including dye, protein
(positively and negatively charged species), deformable cells (RBCs), and bacteria. This is
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because of the use of the new ICP scheme, which can 'filter out' any charged species regardless
of their sizes. Previously reported systems suffered from batch-type process (low throughput),
and thus the system parameters (concentration and electric field, etc.) kept changing as a function
of time and the concentrated sample volume was limited to pL-nL scale. In contrast, the
continuous-flow preconcentrator can inherently eliminate above unfavorable characteristics by
isolating concentrated streams. Therefore, continuous-flow preconcentration device described
here would be much more flexible for integration with various types of downstream devices,
such as a continuous-flow separator, mass spectrometry of target samples. The quantity of the
concentrated sample volume is also controllable from few pL to piL. Instead of specific
demonstration of the preconcentration of rare samples (e.g. circulating tumor cells), we showed
general applicability of our system by testing the preconcentration of samples with different
polarities (positively/negatively charged species) and various sizes from dyes and proteins to
cells. Combination of this wide range of working conditions, high sample throughput, and
integration flexibility into other microfluidic devices would make this system useful as a front-
end concentration interface for many biosensors and detection systems.
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